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I. INTRODUCTION

Some secrets hide in plain view. The public registries of criminal offenders are among the most transparent aspects of the American criminal justice system, providing citizens detailed information about criminals in their communities and beyond. For curious web surfers and policy analysts alike, a vast catalog of criminals—complete with photos, descriptions of crimes, and addresses—is only a mouse click away. Yet buried in these galleries of rogues is a troubling and heretofore undiscovered fact: community-notification schemes, popularly known as “Megan’s Laws,” punish African-Americans more severely than any other racial group.¹ Racial inequality is serious enough, but the problem does not end there. The racial inequities of Megan’s Laws have never been discussed or debated in legislatures, courts, the mass media, or even scholarly journals.² For the first time, I lay bare both the racial dimension of community notification and critical legal and policy debates that have never happened.

Megan’s Laws were a signature legal development of the 1990s.³ In 1990, Washington became the first state to subject criminal offenders to public exposure, requiring local authorities to alert communities when selected convicts moved into the area. These laws spread across the nation,

1. In this Article, I refer to laws requiring offenders to register and be subject to community notification as “community notification” laws. These laws are typically described by a variety of names, including most frequently “Megan’s Law” and “sexual offender community notification.” These alternative titles are problematic because they misrepresent the nature of the provisions. The problem with “Megan’s Law” is that it implies that the provisions are targeted at sexual assault and murder of children unknown to the offender, much as occurred in the case of Megan Kanka. The “sexual offender community notification” moniker is also inaccurate because it suggests these regulations address only sexual offenders. Neither of these portrayals is accurate. As I discuss infra, these provisions are significantly broader than either of these descriptions. At their narrowest, community-notification laws reach a wide range of sexual offenders, including those who victimize both children and adults, as well as certain non-sexual offenders who victimize children. In many states, however, these laws include other offenses, including vice offenses such as prostitution. Nonetheless, for convenience, I use these terms synonymously throughout the Article to reference these laws.

2. See infra text accompanying notes 119–84.

3. These laws are important for a variety of reasons. First, they were produced by a legislative tidal wave, adopted in every state and the District of Columbia in a ten-year period. See infra text accompanying notes 10–50. Second, they regulate a large number of people. Although I have not found a precise number of people subject to notification, in 2001, over 386,000 people were registered in state “sex offender registries.” See DEVON B. ADAMS, U.S. DEPT’ OF JUSTICE, SUMMARY OF STATE SEX OFFENDER REGISTRIES, 2001, at 2 (March 2002). For an ongoing tally of those subject to registration, see KLAASKIDS FOUND., Megan’s Law in All 50 States, at http://www.klaaskids.org/pg-legmeg.htm (last visited Mar. 24, 2004). Third, these provisions radically change the availability of criminal conviction data, taking advantage of new technology to distribute this information worldwide via the Internet. As of 2001, twenty-nine states made offender information available on the World Wide Web. ADAMS, supra, at 2. States report phenomenal interest in these sites; Florida’s web registry, for example, receives approximately five million hits per month. See id. at 8–12.
gaining momentum in the aftermath of several high-profile child abduction/murders. By the end of the decade, every state and the District of Columbia had created a public registry of selected criminal offenders.

Despite the rush of legislative activity and extensive discussion in the courts, mass media, and legal journals, race never surfaced as an issue in the Megan’s Law debate. This silence is odd. The racially disparate effects of the nation’s criminal justice policies are widely acknowledged, and commentators criticize this aspect of criminal law frequently. The absence of any serious and substantive discussion about the racial dimension of Megan’s Laws obscured their significant consequences.

In this Article, I present new data showing that African-Americans are grossly over-represented on notification rolls. In some states, an African-American person is over sixteen times more likely to appear on a notification website than a white person. The inequities extend well beyond statistical disparities, however. By including offenders convicted before several landmark anti-discrimination cases, and during periods of documented informal discrimination, registries perpetuate historical racism. Moreover, among African-Americans, and certain African-American communities, already devastated by the social consequences of mass incarceration, the side effects of Megan’s Laws—shame, social disconnection and exclusion—take a uniquely high toll.

Critics’ silence about race inequities is profoundly consequential. Although legislatures routinely pass laws imposing unique burdens on racial minorities, the chief weapon in fighting such laws is open and public discussion of these disparities. When race issues surface in public debates,

4. Race was always present, but in an unacknowledged form. The well-publicized crimes that propelled this movement shared a key trait: they involved white children apparently victimized by white offenders. See infra text accompanying notes 11–50 (discussing these crimes).


6. In 2003, for example, the Journal of Law and Contemporary Problems, one of the legal academy’s most respected faculty-edited journals, published a symposium entitled The New Data: Over-Representation of Minorities in the Criminal Justice System. The same year, Columbia University sponsored the “Africana Studies Against Criminal Injustice” conference focusing on similar issues. Racial inequity in the criminal justice system has been the subject of innumerable books and articles in both the popular and legal press. See infra note 128.
legislative majorities are more likely to scrutinize the need for new laws and curb unnecessary, or particularly problematic, aspects. Advocates seeking to limit the uneven racial effect of other criminal laws have won several battles after effectively articulating their concerns. For example, they successfully won judicial support for new jury procedures designed to minimize systematic exclusion of minorities. More recently, they effectively used public debate to force reconsideration of racial profiling policies. Of course, public discussion is no panacea, and advocates for racial equality in criminal law sometimes fail. But even when they do, racially based advocacy creates the potential for future improvements. Thus, despite the persistence of racially imbalanced sentencing for cocaine offenses, proposals to address the issue have repeatedly resurfaced and have been the subject of serious policy discussion.

Why, then, has race remained so invisible in the context of notification? There are several possibilities: the Supreme Court’s narrow reading of the Equal Protection Clause; legislatures’ failure to collect and distribute data about the laws’ racial effects; the political costs of challenging such laws; critical failures in the functioning of democratic process; and proponents’ effective use of a “white” narrative frame to promote the provisions.

---


9. In the area of sentencing, critics of racial disparity have had less success. For example, despite substantial criticism of crack and powder cocaine sentencing rules, which punish crack possession and sale more stringently and thus widen racial disparity in incarceration rates, policy advocates have thus far failed in their efforts to alter federal sentencing law. Similarly, despite gathering extensive data proving that race was the single biggest determinant of who receives a death sentence in Georgia, advocates failed to convince the Supreme Court that such race-based capital sentencing was unconstitutional. See McCleskey v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279, 313 (1987) (holding that “unexplained” racial disparities do not constitute “constitutionally significant risk of racial bias”).

In this Article I take the first step towards expanding the debate about community notification, thus unlocking the potential for serious scrutiny of these regulations. I propose specific new doctrinal and legislative moves that would increase the likelihood that the racial impact of Megan's Laws will receive sustained attention. I also suggest new directions for scholars, encouraging innovative work that will assist with this process on a broader level.

In Part II of this Article, I set out the history of community-notification provisions with a particular emphasis on race. I lay out the series of high profile crimes, perpetrated by white offenders against white children, which formed the groundwork for the swift national adoption of community-notification laws. I also describe the variety of different community-notification schemes now in place.

In Part III, I document the racially disparate effects of community notification. First I focus on the statistical impact of these laws. I establish that African-Americans bear the brunt of these schemes. I then explain how community notification disparately affects African-Americans in other ways. These laws perpetuate historical discrimination by relying on convictions more likely tainted by formal and informal racism. They also exacerbate the costly secondary effects of existing race disparities within the criminal justice system.

Next, in Part IV, I document the invisibility of race in criticism of the new laws. I show that the race issue did not surface in courts or legislatures, or among legal or popular commentators. In Part V, I suggest reasons for the silence. I offer several explanations, including courts' narrow applications of equal protection doctrine (which eliminates the incentive for offenders to develop disparate-impact claims); the failure of state and federal governments to collect and distribute race data, which might have encouraged comments and further research on the issue; and the political difficulty of challenging any law framed in terms of child protection. These reasons also include the effects of certain social phenomena, like moral panics and availability cascades, which short-circuited the deliberative democratic process, in addition to the rhetorical success of advocates framing these laws in terms of white victims and offenders.

Finally, in Part VI, I explore methods that could be utilized to focus attention on the racial effects of community notification, and enhance the chances of changing such laws to reduce inequities. I consider new doctrinal approaches, including a rethinking of equal protection jurisprudence; new legislative approaches, including policy changes leading to better transparency on race and procedural changes likely to increase the extent of discussion; and new scholarly directions, including more research on the reasons and dimensions of racial disparity in community notification as well as a more serious look at race in the context of both law and economics and law and sociology scholarship.
II. WHITE NARRATIVES AND THE HISTORY OF COMMUNITY NOTIFICATION

Megan’s Laws were born in a period marked by high-profile crimes against children. These brutal offenses stirred public anxiety and outcry, which provided the impetus for new laws. In this Part, I outline these stories, focusing on one aspect—race—that has thus far eluded serious consideration.11 I explore the white racial identities of the victims and offenders in these narratives because, although never addressed explicitly in the text of any media accounts, they may have played a part in obscuring the racial implications of community-notification laws.

The community-notification movement began in the State of Washington after a series of brutal offenses against children.12 In May 1989, a seven-year-old boy who had been abducted and sexually assaulted was found wandering semi-clothed in a wooded area of Tacoma, Washington.13 A few days later, Earl Shriner, a white man with a prior record of violent assault, was arrested in the attack.14 The media reported that Shriner had been planning an elaborate scheme to capture and torture young children.15

11. Race is not a stable, determinate concept. For example, there is no such thing as an objectively “white” person. People’s racial self-identity, as well as their perception by others, is the product of cultural forces. See, e.g., D. Marvin Jones, Darkness Made Visible: Law, Metaphor, and the Racial Self, 82 GEO. L.J. 437, 439-40 (1993) (“Racial categories are neither objective nor natural, but ideological and constructed. In these terms race is not so much a category but a practice: people are raced.”). Of course, the fact that people are not objectively “white,” for example, does not mean that people do not behave differently when they see themselves, or others, as white. Because human behavior is based on these perceptions, often to the detriment of people perceived to be of particular minority races, government has understandably created law and doctrine that addresses race in various ways. In trying to capture the disparate racial impact of community notification, this Article does suggest that there is some essential nature to race, but merely looks at the impact of these laws on individuals and communities that are perceived to be of particular minority races. In this Article, I use the apparently incongruent terms “African-American” and “white.” Both terms are imprecise on multiple levels: they may not accurately reflect individuals’ cultural heritage (and “white” is even less precise than African-American on this count), individuals’ self-identity, or even individuals’ perceived identity.

12. While community notification is new, statutes requiring offenders to register with authorities are not. These registration provisions date to the 1930s.

Registration statutes were passed in three waves, in roughly equivalent time periods. California enacted a registration statute for sex offenders in 1944, as part of the first wave of such statutes through 1967. A second wave occurred from 1985 through 1990, followed by a period of intense activity from 1991 through 1996. By 1996, all fifty states registered sex offenders.


14. Id. While I have not sought out videotape of these newscasts, the race of Earl Shriner was evident from newspaper reports. See, e.g., Outrage in Tacoma, SEATTLE TIMES, May 23, 1989, at 1 (including photo of Shriner in profile captioned “Earl K. Shriner hides from photographers as he is led from Pierce County Superior Court’’); Elizabeth Rhodes & Sally Macdonald, When a Felon Lives Next Door: Who Gets Warned? How?, SEATTLE TIMES, May 25, 1989, at 1 (including a photo captioned “Earl Shriner—in snapshot from family”). While there were
Washingtonians were further terrified by a fresh series of crimes a few months later, all involving white child victims and white offenders. In September 1989, two brothers, William and Cole Neer—ages ten and eleven—were murdered in suburban Vancouver, Washington. A few weeks later, four-year-old Lee Joseph Iseli was abducted from a schoolyard, raped and killed. Two weeks after that, Westley Dodd was arrested after abducting a six-year-old boy from a movie theater restroom. Dodd was subsequently charged with both the Neer and the Iseli murders. Washington media reported that Dodd had an established history of child abduction and molestation dating back to his early teens. Meanwhile, the national media, linking this story with an abduction in Minnesota, stated that these cases were creating a "web of fear." Adding fuel to public fear, the media also reported that while in prison awaiting trial for these crimes, Dodd wrote a brochure entitled "When You Meet a Stranger," a guide to help children avoid abduction. In it, he detailed six of what he claimed were over forty molestation attempts performed over the prior fifteen years.

In the aftermath of these incidents, support for new regulation of sexual offenders surged. One vocal advocate for this new bill was Ida Ballasiotes, a white woman, whose adult daughter had been murdered several years earlier by a convicted sex offender. Although she had been


17. See Dodd Changes Plea to Guilty—Jury to Decide Penalty in Rapes, Killings, SEATTLE TIMES, June 12, 1990, at D1 [hereinafter Dodd Changes Plea].

18. Id.


20. Vincent Willmore, Child Kidnappings Leave Web of Fear, USA TODAY, Nov. 16, 1989, at 3A.


working to create new notification legislation, her efforts had stalled until these highly publicized child abduction and mutilation cases captured the region’s interest. In 1990, Washington adopted the Community Protection Act, the nation’s first community-notification law targeting sexual offenders. Washington legislators predicted that this provision would serve as a model for the nation and over the next four years, five other states adopted notification provisions.

During 1993, the entire nation focused its attention on the case of a white twelve-year-old Petaluma, California, girl named Polly Klaas. Klaas was abducted and murdered by Richard Allen Davis, a white repeat offender. Although there was no direct evidence that Davis had sexually

24. See Jim Simon, The Predator Bill: The “Victims” Lobby Wins—A Mother’s Outrage Brings Shakeup to Justice System, SEATTLE TIMES, Feb. 6, 1990, at A1. Because the advocates were often parents of victims, even where the victim was an adult female, the narrative was implicitly framed in child protection terms. Thus, Ida Ballasito’s identity as a “victim’s mother” advocating for a new law after the murder of her “child” necessarily framed community notification as “child protection” legislation—even though her daughter’s identity as a child was less in terms of age than familial relationship. On a personal level, perhaps because of her tragedy, and her political activism that followed, Ida Ballasito was elected to the Washington state legislature in 1992. Phil Campbell, The Rape Revisionist, THESTRANGER.COM, Feb. 7, 2001, available at http://www.thestranger.com/2001-02-01/feature-2.html (last visited Mar. 24, 2004) (on file with the Iowa Law Review).

A similar story unfolded in the case of Peggy Schmidt, the mother of Stephanie Schmidt, a nineteen-year-old Kansas woman killed by a convicted sexual offender. See, e.g., State v. Myers, 925 P.2d 1024, 1051 (Kan. 1996) (“[Kansas’ notification bill] was passed in the wake of public outcry following the tragic July 1993 murder of Stephanie Schmidt. . . . After the murder, Stephanie’s parents helped form an ad hoc task force which proposed [this] legislation.”). Stephanie’s mother, father, and sister testified before the Kansas legislature as it considered the notification provision. Id. at 1092. The Schmidts appear to be white as well. See THE STEPHANIE SCHMIDT FOUND., Gone But Not Forgotten . . . Stephanie’s Song Continues, at http://www.sos.lawrence.com (last visited Mar. 24, 2004) (on file with the Iowa Law Review).


abused Klaas, circumstantial evidence pointed in that direction. The Klaas family, and in particular Polly’s father Marc, became activists in the fight against child victimization. In 1994, Marc Klaas started the KlaasKids Foundation “to give meaning to the death of . . . Polly Hannah Klaas and to create a legacy in her name that would be protective of children for generations to come.” Legislative advocacy was an explicit part of Klaas’s agenda, and promoting community-notification legislation was one of the Foundation’s proposed solutions to combating child sex crimes. In one widely reported incident, Marc Klaas interrupted the press conference of a New York assemblyman, demanding that the official support a proposed public registry.

Soon after Klaas’s murder, Ashley Estell, a seven-year-old white girl, was abducted from a playground in suburban Plano, Texas, over Labor Day weekend in 1993. Her body was found the next day. Prosecutors subsequently charged and ultimately convicted Michael Blair, a white convicted child molester. The story was promptly featured on the television tabloid shows. More importantly, activists cited the narrative as proof of the need for community notification. Florence Shapiro, the Texas state legislator representing Plano, successfully advocated community-notification legislation in Ashley’s name.

30. See Michael Dougan, Prosecutor’s Last Pitch in Davis Trial, S.F. EXAMINER, June 11, 1996, at A8 (citing prosecutor’s closing argument regarding same facts); Denise Noe, The Killing of Polly Klaas, COURT TV.COM (indicating that although Klaas was found with her skirt hiked up, legs spread, with a condom nearby, decomposition had progressed to the point that physical evidence of sexual contact was unavailable), at http://www.crimelibrary.com/serial_killers/predators/klaas/6.html?sect=2 (last visited Mar. 24, 2004) (on file with the Iowa Law Review).


33. Polly Klaas continues to be a symbol for the child abduction prevention movement, and her image is used to remind people of her awful demise. See, e.g., The Polly Klaas FOUND., at http://www.pollyklaas.org/index.htm (seeking to find missing children and prevent them from going missing) (last visited Mar. 24, 2004).


35. Diane Jennings, It Was That Kind of Year, DALLAS MORNING NEWS, Dec. 26, 1996, at 49A.

36. Id.; Bob Burtman, Questions of Innocence, DALLAS OBSERVER, Feb. 3, 2000. Michael Blair was sentenced to death. Recent DNA tests suggest, however, that a hair sample used to tie him to the murder did not come from Blair. See Holly Becka, Hair Test Can’t Link Inmate, Girl, DALLAS MORNING NEWS, Oct. 4, 2002, at 1A. His attorneys are currently seeking to have his conviction and death sentence overturned. Id.

37. See, e.g., Jennings, supra note 35.

38. See Barbara Kessler, Sign of the Crimes, DALLAS MORNING NEWS, Jan. 9, 1995, at 1A (stating that Rep. Shapiro would head the charge on sex crimes in the proposals expected to go
These crimes understandably deepened parental anxiety, setting the stage for the crime that would catalyze the national community-notification movement. On July 29, 1994, in Hamilton Township, New Jersey, Jesse Timmendequas raped and murdered seven-year-old Megan Kanka. Timmendequas, a neighbor of the Kanka family, had previously been convicted of two child sexual offenses.  

39. Maureen Kanka, Megan’s mother, stated that “[i]f we had known there was a pedophile living on our street, my daughter would be alive today.”  

40. Megan’s parents publicly called on New Jersey’s legislature to immediately adopt a sexual-offender community-notification law. The term “Megan’s Law” quickly gained national currency, and in her memory, New Jersey adopted “Megan’s Law” on October 31, 1994.  

Other legislatures quickly followed. In late 1994, the United States Congress adopted the Jacob Wetterling Crimes Against Children and Sexually Violent Offender Registration Act. The Act demanded that states

---

before the Texas Legislature); Mike Ward, Bush Signs Sex Crimes Package, AUSTIN AM-.STATESMAN, May 30, 1998, at B3 (stating that Governor Bush signed Shapiro’s bill into law). Shapiro understood how to use real stories to direct public anger. During a state senate committee meeting, she reminded senators that the justice system failed Estell, and read a letter from a convicted child sexual offender, on the verge of release, who denied any culpability because “all his prior victims came to him ‘with outstretched arms.’” Keith S. Hampton, Children in the War on Crime: Texas Sex Offender Mania and the Outcasts of Reform, 42 S. TEX. L. REV. 781, 807 (2001).  


40. Michelle Ruess, A Mother’s Plea: Pass Megan’s Bill, THE RECORD (Bergen County, N.J.), Sept. 27, 1994, at A1. In an era where small communities were dominant, the identity of any criminal defendant was not only a matter of formal public record, it was a subject of common knowledge. A public trial and conviction inevitably conferred a degree of shame and stigma on the offender. As urban society expanded and developed, public awareness about the day-to-day details of individual citizens and courts diminished. Today, with rare exception, the public is generally unaware of individual criminal cases. As a result, though trials are technically open, the only people aware when a person is convicted are courthouse employees (judges, lawyers, and court staff), victims, and those close to the offender. As citizens become detached from this process, they lose a sense of control. Once, everyone in town could identify the local miscreant. Today, the average American harbors a general, unfocused fear of crime and criminals.  


42. Megan’s Law gained so much acceptance as a generic name for community notification that it was included as a “new word” in the 1996 Random House Webster’s College Dictionary. Lieb, supra note 12, at 72.  


adopt sexual offender registration schemes. The Wetterling Act did not, however, require that states disseminate the information obtained through registration. Sustained public pressure for more aggressive federal action in the form of community notification continued. In 1996, Congress passed its own "Megan's Law," effectively mandating states to implement community notification for selected sexual offenders and child victimizers. Yet even before this 1996 mandate, states were rapidly moving to adopt public-notice provisions. For example, Texas adopted "Ashley's Laws" in 1995. In 1994 and 1995 alone, twenty-one states approved some version of Megan's Law. By 1997, forty-seven states had adopted community notification.

The harrowing narratives of innocent abducted and murdered children continued. In 1996, for example, a white nine-year-old, Amber Hagerman of Arlington, Texas, was abducted and killed. Her parents, like the many tragedy-stricken parents before them, became activists, and issued public calls for new laws to protect children, including enhanced notification. Like Megan Kanka, Amber's name and, implicitly, the story of her abduction live on in the form of federally mandated "Amber Alerts." Finally, in March of 1999, the movement was complete, as New Mexico became the fiftieth and final state to adopt community notification.

45. States that failed to adopt such provisions lost ten percent of their federal crime-fighting funds. 42 U.S.C. § 14071(g)(2).
46. The Act authorized release of information, but did not require it. 42 U.S.C.A. § 14071(d)(3). The Act provides:

[T]he designated State law enforcement agency and any local law enforcement agency authorized by the State agency may release relevant information that is necessary to protect the public concerning a specific person required to register under this section, except that the identity of a victim of an offense that requires registration under this section shall not be released.

Id.
49. MATSON & LIEB, supra note 25, at 4.
50. Id.
52. See Eric Garcia, Abduction of Amber Struck Home, DALLAS MORNING NEWS, Dec. 29, 1996, at 1A (noting that Hagerman's death pushed her parents "into a crusade against sex offenders").
Notification laws are now ubiquitous, but their details vary widely from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Under the terms of the Wetterling Act, as well as the federal Megan's Law, a state registration and notification scheme must, at minimum, include those individuals convicted of any sexual offense against a minor or any offense, irrespective of the victim's age, that includes aggravated sexual abuse or sexual abuse. The law leaves many of the details to the states, but explicitly requires lifetime registration of aggravated offenders and certain recidivists.

State regulations vary in several important respects. First, they differ in the kinds of convictions that trigger notification. Some states loosely follow the federal minimums, limiting public notice to those convicted of serious sexual offenses and child kidnapping. Other states include lesser sexual offenses, while others expand notification to include additional non-sexual violent offenses. Some states include regulatory sexual offenses, such as

54. The provision outlines a number of child-victim offenses that must be included, among them:

- kidnapping [or false imprisonment] of a minor, except by a parent; criminal sexual conduct toward a minor... solicitation of a minor to engage in sexual conduct... use of a minor in a sexual performance... solicitation of a minor to practice prostitution... and any conduct that by its nature is a sexual offense against a minor.


55. Aggravated sexual abuse includes offenses where a person compels another to engage in sexual acts through use of force or serious threats; renders another person unconscious and thereby engages in sexual acts; drugs or otherwise impairs another person and thereby engages in sexual acts; or has sex with a child under the age of between twelve and sixteen (depending on the age of the offender). 18 U.S.C. § 2241 (2000).

56. Sexual abuse includes offenses where a person compels another to engage in sexual acts through use of less serious threats or engages in sexual acts where the other person is "incapable of appraising the nature of the conduct" or "incapable of declining participation... or communicating unwillingness" to participate. 18 U.S.C. § 2242(2) (2000).


60. For example, Kansas provides for registration and notification for any person convicted of murder, voluntary manslaughter, and involuntary manslaughter. KAN. STAT. ANN. §§ 22-4902 (Supp. 2003) (definitions); 22-4909 (providing for dissemination of all information collected under provision). Montana requires offenders convicted of most violent offenses,
prostitution, which effectively transforms their notification laws into anti-vice schemes. In Alabama, for example, second-degree prostitution—even if involving adults—is a notification offense.\textsuperscript{61} In Kansas, adultery with a person under the age of eighteen triggers notification.\textsuperscript{62} Despite these inconsistencies, no state has adopted pure "sexual offender community notification" because, pursuant to federal law, each applies to at least some non-sex offenders.\textsuperscript{63} Similarly, because the term "Megan's Law" suggests that these laws are targeted at people who victimize children, it is misleading; every state includes some, and often many, offenders who have never attacked children.\textsuperscript{64}

Jurisdictions differ in other respects as well, usually in regard to which convicts must be registered and how communities are notified of their presence. The overwhelming majority of states imposed the notification requirement retroactively, for instance, requiring public notice for offenders convicted prior to adoption of the notification scheme.\textsuperscript{65} A majority of states provide for notice via the Internet,\textsuperscript{66} while others give general notice in community meetings, by flyer, via telephone, or directly to institutions such as schools and day cares.\textsuperscript{67}

including murder, aggravated assault, and robbery, to register with authorities. MONT. CODE ANN. §§ 46-23-502 (2003) (definitions of violent offenses subject to registration); 46-23-504 (requiring violent offenders to register); 45-5-102 (deliberate murder). While the statutes only mandate notification regarding individuals convicted of sexual offenses, they also leave ample room for notification regarding these other offenders "if the agency determines that a registered offender is a risk to the safety of the community and that disclosure of the registration information may protect the public." MONT. CODE ANN. § 46-23-508 (2003).


62. Kansas provides that adultery with a person under age eighteen is a registration and notification offense. KAN. STAT. ANN. §§ 22-4902 (Supp. 2003) (definitions); 22-4909 (providing for public access).

63. For example, federal law requires notification for people convicted of child kidnapping. See supra note 54 (stating the federal law).

64. The terms of the federal Megan's Law demand notification for sexual offenses against adults. See supra text accompanying notes 55–56 (discussing federal statute outlining sexual abuse offenses).


67. For a state-by-state review of methods of dissemination, see id. at app. tbl. 4. Other important distinctions include the extent to which notification is discretionary, the process for making this assessment, and whether juveniles are included in notification. For a good discussion of different discretionary schemes, as well as important procedural details relating to these mechanisms, see generally Wayne A. Logan, A Study in "Actuarial Justice": Sex Offender Classification Practice and Procedure, 3 BUFF. CRIM. L. REV. 593 (2000). Elizabeth Garfinkle's thorough review of juvenile notification suggests that most states either expressly, or implicitly, include juveniles in their schemes. See Garfinkle, supra note 59, at 177–78.
Community-notification laws have now been adopted in every state. In 2003, these laws received the unequivocal approval of the Supreme Court. Thus, they have undeniably become part of the fabric of the twenty-first century American criminal justice regime. The next Part discusses the disparate racial implications of these potent new laws.

III. THE DISPARATE RACIAL EFFECTS OF COMMUNITY NOTIFICATION

Community-notification laws, though racially neutral on their face, are not neutral in result. In this Part, I show how they punish African-Americans unequally. I present new statistical evidence of the over-representation of African-Americans on notification registries. I then show several ways in which these provisions perpetuate historical racism. Finally, I explore how notification exacerbates the damaging social effects of other racial disparities in the American criminal justice system.

A. STATISTICAL DISPARITIES

Data establishing the unequal effects of criminal law provides motivation and support for many criminal justice reform proposals. To date, no one has compiled information about the racial identity of individuals subject to Megan’s Laws. This Article is the first attempt to document this aspect of community notification. In this section, I describe the design and scope of the study reported in this Article.

I contacted the relevant government agencies of the fifty states and the District of Columbia to determine the number of people subject to notification, with a focus on racial group. This information proved fairly difficult to obtain. For example: (1) officials in many jurisdictions stated that such data was either non-existent or not legally available for disclosure; (2) some states provided data regarding registration (not separating those subject to notification) officially, while other jurisdictions offered this


69. I relied on the decisions of state bureaucrats for the purpose of determining individuals’ race. In some states, such as Texas, people with Latino surnames are classified as either “white” or “black.” In other states, such as California, people are formally classified by “ethnicity,” which turns out to include “white,” “black,” “Hispanic,” and a wide variety of other specific Asian and Pacific Island ethnicities. Some states were inconsistent about using “Hispanic” as a category. For example, in Alabama, some individuals with Spanish surnames were classified as “white” while others were classified as “Hispanic.” All told, only Alabama, Kansas, Kentucky, Mississippi, California, and Nebraska used “Hispanic” at all. For all the reasons already discussed, see supra note 11, these racial descriptions cannot be thought to be “accurate” in any objective sense.

70. I do not know whether these officials were accurate in their comments. I discuss problems related to the collection and distribution of data, infra in the text accompanying note 211.
information "unofficially"; (3) one state, California, had apparently never conducted such calculations, but did so specifically at my request.

Thirty-nine jurisdictions declined to provide data. For fifteen of those states, data was manually collected from their publicly accessible web sites. Ultimately, material from twenty-seven jurisdictions was collected and reviewed. My initial discussion focuses only on data regarding individuals actually subject to notification. This is followed by a brief analysis of states for which the collected data includes all those required to register.

Table 1 shows the racial and geographic background of individuals whose neighbors have been told they are "sexual predators."\textsuperscript{71} The data reveals a story of African-Americans' omnipresence on the notification lists, especially in the South. For example, in Mississippi, 51\% of the notification population was identified as white and 47.6\% as African-American. Other Southern states had similarly large African-American populations on their public registries. Alabama's roll was 43\% African-American, Georgia's was 42\%, South Carolina's 42.6\%, and Tennessee's 26.5\%. Northern states often had a far smaller proportion of African-Americans on their registries. Thus, Colorado's notification list was 14.8\% African-American, North Dakota's 7.3\%, and Nebraska's 10.8\%. These numbers, though lower than Southern states, were nonetheless well out of line with the percentage of African-Americans in these states' overall populations.\textsuperscript{72}

\textsuperscript{71} The total number of people subject to notification by state, in Tables 1 and 4, does not always equal one hundred percent. In part this gap is due to rounding, and categories such as "other" and "unknown." On the other hand, in some cases—most notably California (in Table 4)—it reflects inconsistent state categorization with respect to Latinos. See supra note 69 (discussing how states determine an individual's race).

\textsuperscript{72} According to the 2000 census, and considering people identified as being only of a single race, Colorado's population is 82.8\% white and 3.8\% African-American. North Dakota's population is 92.4\% white and 0.6\% African-American. Nebraska is 89.6\% white and 4\% African-American. Alabama is 71.1\% white and 26\% African-American. Georgia is 65.1\% white and 28.7\% African-American. South Carolina is 67.2\% white and 29.5\% African-American. Tennessee is 80.2\% white and 16.4\% African-American. See U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, PERCENTAGE OF POPULATION BY RACE AND HISPANIC OR LATINO ORIGIN, FOR THE UNITED STATES, REGIONS, DIVISIONS, AND STATES, AND FOR PUERTO RICO: 2000 (Apr. 2, 2001), available at http://www.census.gov/population/cen2000/phc-t6/tab02.pdf (last visited Mar. 24, 2004) (on file with the Iowa Law Review).
### Table 1
**Individuals Subject to Notification by State and Race**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>% of Registry That Is White</th>
<th>% of Registry That Is African-American</th>
<th>% of Registry That Is Native American</th>
<th>% of Registry That Is Asian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>83.0</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>83.4</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>77.9</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Dakota</td>
<td>77.9</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Carolina</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Virginia</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Individuals classified as "other" or "unknown" are not included in this table. Their absence, as well as numerical rounding, may explain why some state percentages do not total one hundred percent. All notification data was collected in August of 2001.

This data, however, obscures the extent of existing inequalities because it does not tell us the impact of notification on the overall population of whites and African-Americans. Table 2 presents these disparities more clearly, showing per capita notification rates. In essence, these numbers reflect the odds that any one person of a given race would be subject to notification. Table 3 then compares per capita representation of minorities with whites.
### Table 2
**Per Capita Rates of Notification by State and Race**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>% of White Population on Registry</th>
<th>% of African-American Population on Registry</th>
<th>% of Native American Population on Registry</th>
<th>% of Asian Population on Registry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>0.0426</td>
<td>0.0888</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>0.0264</td>
<td>0.0724</td>
<td>0.0360</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
<td>0.0103</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>0.0451</td>
<td>0.0749</td>
<td>0.0230</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>0.0496</td>
<td>0.0947</td>
<td>0.0521</td>
<td>0.0085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>0.0526</td>
<td>0.1213</td>
<td>0.0348</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>0.0449</td>
<td>0.0749</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>0.1304</td>
<td>0.1843</td>
<td>0.0787</td>
<td>0.0147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>0.0450</td>
<td>0.0710</td>
<td>0.0858</td>
<td>0.0107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>0.0223</td>
<td>0.1486</td>
<td>0.0660</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>0.0068</td>
<td>0.0294</td>
<td>0.0201</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
<td>0.0100</td>
<td>0.0158</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Dakota</td>
<td>0.0089</td>
<td>0.1277</td>
<td>0.0287</td>
<td>0.0277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Carolina</td>
<td>0.0999</td>
<td>0.1704</td>
<td>0.0583</td>
<td>0.0222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>0.0147</td>
<td>0.0267</td>
<td>0.0264</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.1216</td>
<td>0.0042</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Virginia</td>
<td>0.0457</td>
<td>0.0734</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data collected in Tables 2 and 3 demonstrate that notification lists in the South are comparatively racially balanced. In Texas, Mississippi, Georgia, Louisiana, and Alabama, the relative over-representation of African-Americans on a per capita basis is 1.4, 1.6, 1.7, 1.7, and 2.1 respectively. That is, an African-American individual is 1.4 times more likely than a white person to be on a Texas’ notification list. But an African-American from North Dakota is 14.4 times more likely to be subject to notification than a white person. White Montanans are 6.7 times less likely than African-Americans to be put on their state’s registry of offenders. In Colorado, African-Americans are announced as “sexual predators” at a rate of 3.7 times more than whites. Overall, the disparity ranged from a low of 1.35 to a high of 14.4, with a median of 1.91. Significantly, African-Americans are over-represented per capita on notification rolls in every jurisdiction studied.
In some states, I was only able to locate demographic information about individuals subject to registration, including some who might not have borne the additional burden of notification. The percentage subject to notification is not known, and presumably varies by state. Registration data may be only a loose proxy for notification rates by race.\(^7\)

As with notification, disparity rates for registration vary substantially by state. In every state, African-Americans are over-represented—often quite substantially—on community-notification rolls. Table 4 shows, for example, that Indiana's registration rolls are 18.4% African-American, while African-Americans make up only 8.4% of the state's overall population. Likewise, African-Americans constitute 14.7% of the state's registry, but only 3.5% of the state's population.

---

73. Discretion and other factors may result in different racial proportions of those subject to registration compared to those subject to notification.
TABLE 4
INDIVIDUALS SUBJECT TO REGISTRATION BY STATE AND RACE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>% of Registry That is White</th>
<th>% of Registry That is African-American</th>
<th>% of Registry That is Native American</th>
<th>% of Registry That is Asian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>89.0</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Carolina</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>92.8</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, D.C.</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>89.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Virginia</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

California maintains what it titles "ethnicity" categories, rather than race, which include "black," "white," and "Hispanic," among others. Hispanics account for 29.7 percent of all those subject to Megan's Law in California. This explains why the total in the state does not approach one hundred percent. I have not created a separate column of "Hispanic" because California is unusual in this method of classification.

I obtained general statistical data from Washington, D.C., in November, 2001. Unlike other jurisdictions, it did not include raw numbers. As a result, although the percentages are included here, it is impossible for me to determine per capita rates, and Washington, D.C. is thus not included on Tables 5 or 6.

Individuals classified as "other" or "unknown" are not included in this table. Their absence, as well as rounding, explains why some states do not total one hundred percent. This data was collected between August and November, 2001.

As with notification, per capita differentials in registration rates are striking. Tables 5 and 6 show these inequalities clearly. Significant disparities are evident in both the Midwest and the West. An African-American in Minnesota is 4.9 times more likely to suffer under Megan's Law than a white person; an African-American Iowan suffers this fate 4.6 times more often than a white person. Likewise, on a per capita basis, notification is applied 3.1 times more frequently to African-American Oregonians, and over 2.9 times more often to African-American Californians, as compared to white residents of these states.
TABLE 5
PER CAPITA RATES OF NOTIFICATION BY STATE AND RACE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>% of White Population on Registry</th>
<th>% of African-American Population on Registry</th>
<th>% of Native American Population on Registry</th>
<th>% of Asian Population on Registry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>0.2156</td>
<td>0.6546</td>
<td>0.1812</td>
<td>0.0428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>0.1801</td>
<td>0.4582</td>
<td>0.1391</td>
<td>0.0355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>0.1328</td>
<td>0.6111</td>
<td>0.4116</td>
<td>0.0955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>0.1792</td>
<td>0.8432</td>
<td>0.7132</td>
<td>0.1402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Carolina</td>
<td>0.0654</td>
<td>0.1394</td>
<td>0.0753</td>
<td>0.0079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>0.3696</td>
<td>1.1390</td>
<td>0.2964</td>
<td>0.0789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>0.2106</td>
<td>0.7509</td>
<td>0.4132</td>
<td>0.0958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>0.1143</td>
<td>0.2782</td>
<td>0.0236</td>
<td>0.0165</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 6
COMPARATIVE PER CAPITA RATES OF NOTIFICATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>African-American vs. White</th>
<th>Native American vs. White</th>
<th>Asian vs. White</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Carolina</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This discussion has focused exclusively on notification’s impact on African-Americans. I also collected data with respect to Native Americans and Asians.\(^{74}\) These statistics indicate that, while some groups are overrepresented in some states, the disparities are not generally as severe as those affecting African-Americans.\(^{75}\) In a few states—namely, Mississippi and

\(^{74}\) States do not identify Asian-Americans and Asians separately, and like the states themselves, I elide these groups. I have not provided data with respect to Latinos because many states do not identify them as a separate racial group. See supra note 69 (giving examples of several states that inconsistently classify Latinos).

\(^{75}\) That is not to diminish the importance of these disparities. Indeed, while they are largely beyond the scope of this work, the relative representation of other groups is a matter worth further research and study.
New York—Native Americans are over-represented at per capita rates even greater than African-Americans. However, these are exceptional states. Asians, on the other hand, are under-represented on a per capita basis, as compared with whites, in every jurisdiction I studied save North Dakota. That is, in almost every state, Asians are less likely to be subject to notification than any other racial group. Although this Article does not attempt to address all the racial effects of these registries, commentators must begin to study this data, as well as investigate the effects of Megan’s Laws on Latinos.

The next logical step in evaluating these disparities is to attempt to discover their root cause. As yet, though, data for such an assessment is not available. Because of the way demographic data about crime is currently compiled, it is impossible, for example, to compare Megan’s Law race disparities with racial imbalances in offense, arrest, or conviction rates of the underlying triggering crimes. Consider, for example, demographic data about convictions. The available information is collected by sampling selected counties around the country, rather than by gathering complete state-by-state data.\footnote{For a discussion of the sampling methodology used by the Department of Justice for these conviction studies, see JODI M. BROWN ET AL., U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, FELONY SENTENCES IN STATE COURTS, 1996 DOC. NCJ 173939, at 11–12 (May 1999), available at http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/pub/pdf/fssc96.pdf (last visited Mar. 24, 2004) (on file with the Iowa Law Review).} More problematically, the data that is collected is organized by groups of offenses, rather than by individual crime, and it therefore is impossible to isolate demographic data about the particular offenses that trigger any individual state’s Megan’s Law.\footnote{See id. at 13–17 (providing definitions of offenses included in each category). Thus, for example, burglary is its own category of offense, but in some states burglary is never a notification offense, while in others it is a notification offense if engaged in with illicit sexual intentions.} The result of these two collection techniques is that one cannot line up the demographics of those subject to Megan’s Law in Kansas and compare them to those of Kansans convicted of triggering offenses in the state.

The U.S. Department of Justice maintains more complete data regarding arrests, but it is a similarly problematic basis for evaluating the root cause of the race differentials.\footnote{The Department of Justice collects data, provided voluntarily by states, as part of what is now called the National Incident Based Reporting System (NIBRS). This data was previously collected in what was called Uniform Crime Reports (UCR). See U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, NATIONAL INCIDENT-BASED REPORTING SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM, available at http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/nibrs.htm (last visited Mar. 24, 2004) (discussing the history of the NIBRS) (on file with the Iowa Law Review).} First, arrest rates are not necessarily a good proxy for actual offense rates; they do not tell us which people were actually convicted.\footnote{Even if notification disparities replicate conviction disparities, we cannot conclude that race bias does not infect the process. For example, it is possible that disparate conviction rates
African-American men at a greater rate than other people. Second, some states, and many counties do not contribute data to this database. 80 Finally, as with the conviction data, states provide information about crime groupings, rather than individual offenses. 81 One other data set is worth mention. The U.S. Department of Justice conducts victim surveys which inquire, among other things, about the perceived race of offenders. 82 This data ultimately is not helpful as a comparison with the data presented here because it is not broken down by state, it is again collected in crime groupings that do not necessarily match those offenses subject to Megan’s Law, and it may be infected with perception errors on the part of victims.

The data presented here is therefore a first step in documenting the race effects of Megan’s Laws. It does establish the existence of a racial disparity that results in over-representation of African-Americans among those subject to notification. It does not explain the root of this disparity. It is possible, of course, that the differential is not the result of discrimination in any process that occurs subsequent to criminal conviction. For example, these proportions might simply replicate the racial makeup of those convicted of community-notification offenses. If so, the differences may be viewed as unproblematic (if, for example, African-Americans offend at higher rates and Megan’s Laws are a narrowly tailored and effective prevention policy) or troubling (either because the sanction itself is uniquely harmful to African-Americans or because the underlying conviction rates are themselves the product of racism). Other explanations, such as intentional or unintentional discrimination in discretionary decision-making (deciding who will receive plea bargains to non-notification offenses, or determining which rapists are “high risk,” and thus subject to notification) are more troubling. Future research should focus on identifying and investigating the many potential sites for problematic discrimination in the application of Megan’s Laws. The next section,

80. For a chart outlining participation in NIBRS and UCR data collection, see U.S. DEPT OF JUSTICE, UCR AND NIBRS PARTICIPATION: LEVEL OF PARTICIPATION BY STATES AS OF DECEMBER 2002, available at http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/nibrstatus.htm (last visited Mar. 24, 2004) (on file with the Iowa Law Review). The chart indicates that four states did not provide data for the UCR, and as of late 2002, a minority of states were participating in the new NIBRS system. Id. Even among those states contributing some data to the UCR, many did not require counties to provide numbers, and instead provided significantly incomplete data to the Department of Justice. See id. (indicating that the “[p]ercent population represented” was below one hundred percent for many participating states).


however, discusses why the structural aspects of many Megan’s Laws inevitably result in the replication of historical racism within the criminal justice system.

B. Replication of Historical Racial Discrimination

I now turn from proof of disparate effect through statistical evidence to discussing why an important structural aspect of notification regimes—retroactivity—engenders particular racial harms. Most jurisdictions adopted retroactive notification schemes. 83 In these states, individuals convicted of specified crimes prior to adoption of notification legislation are nonetheless subject to notification. 84 This aspect of public registries essentially guarantees discriminatory application of notification because, even if all discretionary decisions today are free of bias, the regimes use historically tainted decisions as a basis for a new notification sanction. Retroactive provisions effectively refresh and reinvigorate old convictions by giving them new force and meaning. Although offenders may have completed their sentences, Megan’s Laws can subject them to new scrutiny and social burdens. Because retroactive schemes sanction some number of individuals whose prior convictions were the product of racism, they are discriminatory irrespective of their statistical impact. 85 In this section, I consider historical racism in trial procedures, which includes aspects of plea bargaining and juvenile court transfer.

1. Racism in U.S. Trial Procedures

Until fairly recently, prosecutors and other court employees operated in ways that expressly supported racial discrimination against African-Americans. For example, during the late 1970s, jury commissioners in at least one state composed master jury lists to deliberately under-represent African-Americans in the jury pool. 86 Despite this practice, the Supreme Court did not reverse a conviction flowing from this discrimination until 1988, in Amadeo v. Zant. 87 As late as 1986, Justice White remarked that “the

83. See supra text accompanying note 65 (stating that “forty-one states provide retroactive application”).

84. In 2003, the Supreme Court approved Alaska’s retroactive provision, holding that it was not punitive and thus does not violate the constitution’s Ex Post Facto Clause. See infra text accompanying notes 142–44 (discussing the Court’s holding in Smith v. Doe, 538 U.S. 84 (2003)).

85. In this Part, I am not offering explanations for the disparities set out in the prior Part. As I suggest, additional research is required to understand the sources of those inequalities. This section identifies shows that retroactive application of Megan’s Laws is per se discriminatory, and would be problematic even if the provisions did not have a disparate statistical impact.


87. Id. at 221.
practice of peremptorily eliminating blacks from petit juries in cases with black defendants remains widespread.” It was only in *Batson v. Kentucky*, 89 long after the trappings of Jim Crow were theoretically dismantled, that the Supreme Court enforced the Constitution’s ban on discriminatory jury selection by requiring states to justify systematic exclusion of minority jurors. 90

African-American defendants also suffered informal discrimination. As Sheri Lynn Johnson documents, until quite recently prosecutors in rape cases relied on stereotypes of African-American men as sexually ravenous and white women as unwilling to consent to sex with African-American men. 91 Thus, in a 1989 case, a Louisiana court found no error in a prosecutor’s argument that an African-American rape defendant had “gone to a place where he saw a nice white lady” to rape. 92

Although discrimination surely still occurs, older convictions are more likely to be tainted because empirical evidence suggests that conscious racism is in decline, 93 and because, given decisions like *Amado, Batson* and *Turner v. Murray*, 94 courts increasingly hear the message that they must actively combat discrimination at trial. 95 In addition, lawyers are developing increasingly sophisticated approaches to combating the racism that does still surface. 96 All of this suggests that older convictions of African-Americans, particularly in cases involving sexual offenses, are more likely to be the products of racism.

2. Racism in Plea Bargaining

Older plea agreements are similarly more likely to be tainted by racism. For example, African-Americans may have been forced to accept guilty pleas to more serious offenses than whites. These serious offenses are more likely

---

89. *Id.*
90. *See id.* at 97 (shifting burden to state where defendant makes prima facie showing of discrimination).
95. Americans are increasingly sensitive to racial stereotyping, due in part to both the civil rights movement and the increase in racial and ethnic diversity—both real, and in media representations—in recent years. *See Daniel M. Filler, Terrorism, Panic and Pedophilia*, 10 VA. J. SOC. POL’Y & LAW 345, 368 (2003) (discussing reasons why public hostility to Muslims after September 11 was relatively limited).
96. *See, e.g.*, *id.* (drawing on recent social and cognitive psychology research to develop new approaches for trial lawyers).
to haunt them today by subjecting them to notification. 97 Studies dating back only a decade or two indicate that African-Americans have fewer charges dropped and fewer charge reductions in plea bargains than other defendants. 98 In a 1980 study, for instance, Gary LeFree concluded that "black men convicted of raping white women receive more serious sanctions than all other sexual assault defendants." 99 Although such discrimination is difficult to document in any individual case, it is reasonable to assume that a rational defense attorney representing an African-American defendant would have advised his client to accept a more serious plea bargain in light of the particular risks of going to trial. 100 Similarly, an African-American defendant’s assessment of the odds of winning at trial were presumably affected by the knowledge that a prosecutor could easily strike other African-Americans from his jury based on race. Assuming that prosecutors and defendants reach plea agreements based, in part, on likely trial outcomes, it is likely that African-Americans pled guilty to more serious charges, while white defendants negotiated pleas to less serious, non-notification offenses.

It is impossible to know how many convictions were the product of such discrimination, nor are Megan’s Laws the only provisions which perpetuate racism. Because courts routinely impose punishment based on an individual’s prior record, including offenses that occurred years ago, most sentencing schemes have a similar effect. Unlike the case of community

97. Plea bargaining can contain two components: charge bargaining and sentence bargaining. Charge bargaining occurs when a prosecutor voluntarily dismisses a more serious charge in exchange for a plea to a lesser charge. Thus, for example, a defendant suspected of a break-in rape might be charged with both rape and burglary. A plea agreement might call for the defendant to plead guilty only to the lesser offense (typically burglary), while the rape charge might be dismissed.

98. See, e.g., Christopher Schmitt, Plea Bargaining Favors Whites, As Blacks, Hispanics Pay Price, cited in The Sentencing Project, Selected Articles on Racial Disparity and the Criminal Justice System 22A (1992) (indicating that in California, a lower proportion of African-American adults charged with felonies later pled to misdemeanors, and a lower percentage of African-Americans ultimately sent to state prison were able to have at least one charge dismissed).


100. Since plea bargains are an express attempt to manage risk, the seriousness of both the plea offense and the sentence are likely to be related to the reasonably predictable outcome of trial. To the extent that the defendants’ race made convictions more likely, this would have presumably resulted in more serious plea agreements on the part of these defendants. See Mccleskey v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279, 321 (Brennan, J., dissenting) (noting that Mccleskey might have asked his lawyer whether a jury would sentence him to die, and the lawyer, if candid, would have had to explain he would be likely to face death because of his race). Indeed, the risk of discrimination is arguably a significant piece of the overall cost of discriminatory policy. See generally Note, Constitutional Risks to Equal Protection in the Criminal Justice System, 114 HARV. L. REV. 2098 (2001) (arguing that cases like Mccleskey v. Kemp undervalue the risk of discrimination as an affirmative form of disparate treatment).
notification, though, commentators have begun to study the ways in which sentences relying on older convictions lead to racially disparate results.  

3. Racism in JuvenileProsecutions

Registries also perpetuate historical discrimination against African-American juveniles charged with crimes. Many states provide notification only for those convicted of triggering crimes in the adult criminal justice system; in those states, children who are adjudicated delinquent as juveniles are not subject to notification. Unfortunately, the decision of which juveniles to transfer to adult court for criminal prosecution appears to have been infected by racism. A 1995 General Accounting Office study showed that African-American children's cases were transferred to adult court at significantly higher rates than similar cases involving white children. While this disparity may now be abating, retroactive schemes impose notification based on these past disparities. Once, African-American children were serving time in adult prison while their white counterparts attended training schools; now those same African-American children are again treated disparately, subject to notification solely because a discriminatory process led them to adult convictions.


102. For a discussion of the various ways states treat delinquency adjudications, see Garfinkle, supra note 59, at 177-82.

103. See, e.g., U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, JUVENILE JUSTICE: JUVENILES PROCESSED IN CRIMINAL COURT AND CASE DISPOSITIONS 59 (1995) (indicating that in states studied, African-American children charged with violent offenses are transferred at 1.8 to 3 times the rate of white children charged with these crimes). But see Jeffrey Fagan, et al., Racial Determinants of the Judicial Transfer Decision: Prosecuting Violent Youth in Criminal Court, 33 CRIME & DELINQ. 259, 276 (1987) (acknowledging racially disparate waiver rates but concluding that race only explained disparities with respect to murder cases).

104. This skew may be the product of uncontrolled judicial discretion. See Mary C. Podkopacz & Barry C. Feld, The Back-Door to Prison: Waiver Reform, Blended Sentencing and the Law of Unintended Consequences, 91 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 997, 1003-04 (2001) (explaining that judges may take race into account because of the discretionary nature of the waiver decision). Increasingly states are reducing this discretion, treating all juveniles harshly by automatically transferring jurisdiction of serious crimes to adult court. Statutory schemes that appear to eliminate discretion, and thus the possibility of subconscious racism, may not be fully effective. Under automatic-transfer laws, any person charged with a given offense is prosecuted in adult court. Prosecutors retain discretion to choose which offenses to charge, however, and race may play a part in the decision whether to charge a juvenile with an offense subject to automatic transfer. See Julie B. Falis, Note, Statutory Exclusion—When the Prosecutor Becomes the Accuser, 32 SUFFOLK U. L. REV. 81, 90 n.65 (1998) (explaining how race could influence a prosecutor's decision).
C. THE COST OF RACE DISPARITIES

Megan’s Laws exact a significant cost on individual offenders by placing them in plain sight, subjecting them to serious social sanctions within their communities. Because these provisions impose this price disparately on African-Americans, they are inherently troubling. Yet the problem with this differential goes beyond the simple fact that more African-Americans, per capita, suffer under the burden of notification. Racially disparate notification rates damage entire communities.105

Over-representation of African-Americans among those convicted of crimes, and incarcerated, has already had significant ripple effects within particular African-American communities.106 Jeffrey Fagan, Valerie West and Jen Holland argue that “[t]he spatial concentration of incarceration distorts neighborhood social ecology and attenuates the neighborhood’s economic fortunes.”107 They suggest that this damage results from several factors. They argue that mass incarceration within narrow spatial communities damages wage-earning potential and long-term employment prospects of individuals within those areas.108 Second, it disrupts community social control mechanisms because of family disruption (in the form of both lost supervision and increased financial strains) and the over-concentration of stigmatized transgressors within a small area.109 Third, it depletes the social capital of these areas, resulting among other things in businesses choosing to locate elsewhere.110 Because African-Americans, and African-American communities, suffer uniquely under the burden of this mass incarceration, these effects are particularly pronounced within African-American communities.111

107. Fagan et al., supra note 106, at 1589.
108. Id. at 1589–90.
109. Id. at 1590.
111. For a brief discussion of the dramatic increase in punishment of African-Americans, see Fagan & Meares, supra note 110.
Notification, however, significantly exacerbates an already problematic disparity because it magnifies the very problems identified by Fagan and Meares. On an individual level, it distorts the ability of offenders to reintegrate within communities. At the same time, the racially disparate allocation of the notification sanction means that these spatial communities already compromised by mass incarceration now are the sites of even less functional residents, undermining families and draining neighborhood social capital.

The collateral costs of notification are legion. Public housing is closed to many people in notification registries. Individuals subject to notification are severely restricted in where they may live or work. In Alabama, individuals subject to notification are prohibited from living or working within 2,000 feet of a school or child care center—a significantly more burdensome requirement for a person living in a high-density city than in a rural area. As if these formal burdens were not enough, the shaming aspect of community notification damages other community

---


113. See 42 U.S.C. § 13663(a) (2000) ("[Generally,] an owner of federally assisted housing shall prohibit admission to such housing for any household that includes any individual who is subject to a lifetime registration requirement under a State sex offender registration program.").


115. While registries are not explicitly designed to impose shame and other social costs on those subject to notification, these effects have been obvious from the very beginning. Legislators have repeatedly noted that those subject to notification might be marginalized and victimized because of these laws, and some supporters were frankly unconcerned and even pleased by these effects. For comments indicating concern about marginalization and victimization, see, e.g., N.Y. Assembly Minutes of A1059C, at 357, 359 (June 28, 1995) (statement of Rep. Glick) (noting that notification would impair offender reintegration, potentially impeding their treatment, and might cause offenders to become victims of vigilantism); N.Y. Senate Minutes of S-11-B at 6618 (May 24, 1995) (statement of Sen. Leichter) (expressing concern about stigma). For an example of proponents' responses, see, for example, N.Y. Assembly Minutes, supra, at 390 (statement of Rep. Wirth) (noting that even if individuals were "abused in their neighborhoods . . . I don't care.") Courts have also noted these risks. See, e.g., E.B. v. Verniero, 119 F.3d 1077, 1082–90 (3d Cir. 1997) (stating that some sex offenders experienced a loss of employment, eviction, and received threats among others).

Employers, already skittish about hiring ex-offenders, turn their backs on those subject to Megan's Laws. Indeed, lacking any state provision banning such discrimination, a landlord's attorney might recommend such discrimination to avoid liability for any crime such an offender might commit. Notification also repels potential mates. Scarlet letter provisions make it even more difficult for these neighborhoods to survive the punishing effects of mass incarceration.

Some could argue that disparate burdens create a disparate benefit. To the extent that African-Americans do actually commit more of these offenses, and to the degree that notification actually works to reduce future crime, the African-American community benefits disproportionately from notification. However, there is little evidence that notification is an offender; Kabat, supra note 65, at 333-35 (discussing the effect of the notification laws on the privacy of child sex offenders).

116. Not all shaming sanctions separate individuals from communities. In his landmark work, Crime, Shame and Reintegration, John Braithwaite distinguished "reintegrative shaming" from "disintegrative shaming." Reintegrative shaming condemned the offense, rather than the offender himself. It called for placing an offender back into a community, forcing him to confront the damage he caused the victim and the community by his bad act. Reintegrative shaming rebuilds the bonds between offender and community and could lead to rehabilitation. Disintegrative shaming (shaming via social stigma), which more closely resembles the notification sanction, condemns the criminal himself and "divides the community by creating a class of outcasts." JOHN BRAITHWAITE, CRIME, SHAME AND REINTEGRATION 55 (1989). One commentator describes stigmatic shaming sanctions as "state-sponsored punishments that are aimed at humiliating the offender by degrading the offender's status, that is, by communicating to others that he is a bad type. To realize that aim, shaming punishments occur before the public eye, sometimes with the public's participation." Dan Markel, Are Shaming Punishments Beautifully Retributive? Retributivism and the Implications for the Alternative Sanction Debate, 54 VAND. L. REV. 2157, 2162-63 (2001).

117. One of the few studies looking at the actual effects of community notification, a study of thirty offenders in Wisconsin, concluded over half of those interviewed had suffered employment problems and exclusion from potential residences. See Richard G. Zevitz & Mary Ann Farkas, Sex Offender Community Notification: Managing High Risk Criminals or Exacting Further Vengeance?, 18 BEHAV. SCI. & L., 375, 382 (2000). For those offenders who would otherwise hide their prior record from potential employers, notification may make this task much more difficult. To the extent that employers should be privy to employees' prior records, this can be seen as a positive result.

118. See, e.g., id. at 381-82 (finding that eighty-three percent of offenders had suffered residential exclusion).

119. See id. at 383 (giving examples of the harms to personal relationships).

effective prevention tool. If community notification had been sought by African-American communities as a means of improving safety, we might assume that the positive effects outweigh the costs. But there is no evidence that the African-American community sought such laws. Under these circumstances, notification’s disparate impact is impossible to justify.

IV. THE INVISIBILITY OF RACIAL DISPARITIES

The prior Part established that Megan’s Laws have a disparate impact on African-Americans. In this Part I show that judges, legislators, and commentators were silent about the racial implications of these laws. The American democratic process relies heavily on public debate and discussion in order to produce good and fair laws. Legislators respond to public pressure; public opinion, in turn, is directly related to the ways that issues are publicly discussed. Despite claims to the contrary, courts often decide cases based on current trends in public sentiment. The deliberative process is complex and depends on critics coming forward in every venue. Speeches on the legislative floor can transform law directly, by influencing other legislators, or indirectly, by affecting public opinion. Judicial decisions are usually assumed to be designed to implement law directly, but even opinions that do not themselves change law are sometimes intended to influence public opinion. Mass media plainly influence public perceptions


123. See, e.g., JOEL BEST, RANDOM VIOLENCE: HOW WE TALK ABOUT NEW CRIMES AND NEW VICTIMS 48–71 (1999) (describing how framing of individual crimes as examples of broader trends affects public perception of problem). I do not mean to suggest that public perception or opinion is consistently produced in a particular way. For example, in some situations, public opinion may be the product of elite rhetoric, filtered through the mass media. In other situations, public opinion may drive both mass media and elite opinion. Finally, the mass media may itself be responsible, in certain cases, for developing both elite and popular perceptions of problems. See infra note 218 (discussing what triggers moral panics).

124. As the Supreme Court’s decisions in Lawrence v. Texas, 123 S. Ct. 2472 (2003) (holding law criminalizing sodomy unconstitutional), and Atkins v. Virginia, 122 S. Ct. 2242 (2002) (striking down death penalty for person with mental retardation), indicate, shifts in the opinion of majorities—as reflected by legislation adopted by their representatives—can affect core constitutional interpretations. More problematical for some, several Supreme Court justices are now seen as being affected more directly by public opinion.

125. The rise of C-SPAN has led to increased visibility of legislators as public policy advocates.

126. This seems to be one possible purpose of a recent federal court decision upholding the federal death penalty while criticizing it for its potential to allow execution of innocent people. See Adam Liptak, U.S. Judge Sees Growing Signs That Innocent Are Executed, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 12, 2003, at A10.
of problems, but even legal scholarship can have this effect. 127 Conversely, when everyone fails to discuss a critical issue, policy-makers and courts may never take that matter into account in the development, or subsequent review, of new law.

To place this silence in context, it is worth noting the centrality of race-based critiques within the criminal justice policy debate. Many books and articles focus on one or another aspect of race and crime. 128 Scholars and other policy advocates make powerful attacks on the racial effects of the substantive criminal law, 129 the treatment of juveniles, 130 sentencing, 131

---

127. Academic work sometimes appears disconnected from the production of new law. In some cases, though, scholarship develops an analytical framework that is later adopted by legislatures and courts. Law and economics scholarship, for example, bubbled to the surface during the Reagan administration, in the form of new efficiency-based laws. See Eleanor M. Fox & Robert Pitofsky, Introduction: Papers Presented at the Airline House Conference on the Antitrust Alternative, 62 N.Y.U. L. REV. 931, 931 (1987) (discussing the important policy effects of law and economics research). At other times, legal scholarship can quickly seep into mass culture and make an even more immediate impact on law. Recently, for example, Susan Hamill, a professor at the University of Alabama, published an article entitled An Argument for Tax Reform Based on Judeo-Christian Ethics in the Alabama Law Review, 54 ALA. L. REV. 1 (2002). This article triggered national attention in the mass media, including a front page story in the Wall Street Journal.


129. See, e.g., TONRY, supra note 128, at 82–83 (suggesting that drug laws were designed to target African-Americans).

130. Crime and Delinquency dedicated a special issue to the impact of race on juvenile justice. See generally Special Issue: Minority Youth Incarceration and Crime, 33 CRIME & DELINQ. 171 (1988).

procedural policy,\textsuperscript{132} and even collateral effects of conviction.\textsuperscript{133} Debates about these issues have transformed policy in other areas of the criminal law.\textsuperscript{134} The fact that community notification stirred so little concern on this count is both startling and consequential.

A. \textit{Invisibility in the Courts}

Courts have repeatedly reviewed community-notification provisions but have never considered the racial impact of these laws. Offenders have raised numerous court challenges to Megan's Laws. These attacks included claims that community notification violates the right to privacy,\textsuperscript{135} the prohibition on cruel and unusual punishment,\textsuperscript{136} the guarantee of due process,\textsuperscript{137} the

\textit{Discrimination in Punishment}, 64 U. COLO. L. REV. 781 (1993); David Zucchino, \textit{Racial Imbalance Seen in War on Drugs}, PHILA. INQUIRER, Nov. 1, 1992, at A1 (noting that African-Americans are arrested and incarcerated for drugs at disproportionate rate compared to actual rates of use).


134. \textsuperscript{134} \textit{See supra} text accompanying notes 7-10.


136. \textsuperscript{136} \textit{See} U.S. CONST. amend. VIII. Examples of challenges on this ground include \textit{Malchow}, 739 N.E.2d at 441 (advancing claims based on the state constitutional rule requiring sentences to be grounded in the seriousness of the offense and rehabilitative goals); \textit{State v. Scott}, 961 P.2d 667, 670-76 (Kan. 1998) (arguing that provision violated both state and federal prohibitions on cruel and unusual punishment); \textit{Poritz}, 662 A.2d at 405-06 (arguing that provisions violate both state and federal prohibitions of cruel and unusual punishment).

137. \textsuperscript{137} \textit{See} U.S. CONST. amend. XIV. Examples of such challenges include: \textit{Connecticut Department of Public Safety v. Doe}, 538 U.S. 1, 1 (2003) (arguing that state's community-notification statute violates the Fourteenth Amendment's Due Process Clause); \textit{Russell v.
prohibition on double jeopardy and bills of attainder, and the ban on ex post facto laws. A few offenders even raised equal protection claims, but these were not grounded in race. With very few exceptions, petitioners' claims failed in federal and state courts.

In 2003, the Supreme Court addressed two constitutional attacks on public registries, rebuffing both. First, in Smith v. Doe, the Court considered a challenge to Alaska's notification provision. The plaintiff argued that Alaska's law, which applied retroactively to those convicted of relevant offenses prior to the law's adoption, violated the Constitution's Ex Post Facto Clause. He argued that the community-notification law constituted an ex post facto law because it imposed new punishment—namely, notification—for an old offense. The Court rejected this claim, concluding that the law was not punitive in either intent or effect and thus could constitutionally be applied retroactively.

In Connecticut Department of Public Safety v. Doe, an offender challenged Connecticut's notification law on Fourteenth Amendment grounds, arguing that he was entitled to an individualized assessment of dangerousness before

---


138. See, e.g., Malchow, 739 N.E.2d at 442 (arguing that provisions subject offenders to double jeopardy); Purts, 662 A.2d at 405–06 (arguing that provisions violated both state and federal bill of attainder clauses).


140. See, e.g., Artway v. Attorney Gen. of N.J., 81 F.3d 1235, 1267 (3d Cir. 1996) (offender arguing that state's distinction between "compulsive and repetitive" sex offenders and all other sex offenders was arbitrary and capricious); State v. Swaney, No. 99CA007552, 2000 Ohio App. LEXIS 4694, at *7 (Ohio Ct. App. Oct. 4, 2000) (offender arguing that offenders are suspect class); State v. Ward, 869 P.2d 1062, 1076–77 (Wash. 1994) (offender arguing that registration deadlines that distinguish between individuals currently under correctional supervision, and those who are not, violates equal protection).


142. 538 U.S. 84 (2003).

143. Id. at 92–93.

144. Id. at 105–06. While the Court concluded that the laws were not punitive as a legal matter, they do appear to be punishment in a common sense understanding of the term. Filler, supra note 39, at 349.
being subjected to community notification. Like many states, Connecticut provides for public distribution of information about all offenders who have been convicted of enumerated offenses. The offender argued that the state’s decision to provide public notification—even in the presence of a written caveat stating that the listing did not reflect any individualized finding of future dangerousness—burdened his liberty interest. Thus, he contended, due process entitled him to a pre-deprivation hearing. The Supreme Court rejected this claim, concluding that the state’s scheme based notification decisions solely on whether an individual had a prior conviction, not on their level of dangerousness. A hearing on the issue of dangerousness would be beside the point, and thus not required.

I have found no evidence that any party raised race issues—either individual discrimination or disparate impact—in any challenge to these provisions. In many states, it would have been possible for offenders, or their counsel, to calculate the representation of whites and minorities on these rolls, and to have discovered racial disparities. However, as I discuss infra, existing equal protection doctrine rendered such data useless, and offenders therefore had no motivation to bring forward such claims.

B. INVISIBILITY IN THE LEGISLATURES

Another potential site for a discussion about race is the legislatures. Based on my sampling of two major legislative bodies—the United States Congress and the New York state legislature—no such discussion occurred. Legislative debate does not necessarily determine the outcome of a legislative vote, but it can play an important strategic role in developing support for a bill, educating the public, and guiding judicial interpretation of a law. Public support for community notification was widespread. As a

---

145. 538 U.S. 1, 7 (2003).
146. Id. at 4-5.
147. Id. at 6-7.
148. Id.
149. Id. at 7. The Supreme Court’s holdings in these cases do not foresee states from providing citizens greater protection under their own state law. Thus, for example, the Hawaii Supreme Court held that the Hawaiian constitution entitles offenders to notice and hearing prior to public notification. State v. Bani, 36 P.3d 1255, 1268 (Haw. 2001).
150. I canvassed all reported cases in the Lexis database of all state and federal cases to look for any instance where race issues might have surfaced. The search I used was: “megan’s law” or (communl w/s notifl) or (sexl w/s offender w/s (notifl or regisl)) w/p (race or racial).
151. See Filler, supra note 39, at 323-24. The importance of debate for purposes of judicial interpretation was made clear in the Supreme Court’s decision in Smith v. Doe, in which the Court attempted to look at the “manner of [the law’s] codification” to determine whether the intent of the bill was punitive. See also Smith, 538 U.S. 84, 94 (2003); Doe v. Pataki, 940 F. Supp. 603, 621-22 (S.D.N.Y. 1996), rev’d in relevant part, 120 F.3d 1263, (2d Cir. 1997) (noting that the trial court relied on New York state legislative debate to strike down Megan’s Law).
152. Although collected after formal adoption of these laws, polling data documents the overwhelming support for community notification. A 1997 poll of Washington state residents
consequence, legislators did not spend a great deal of time debating the new laws. In several states, the laws were passed unanimously; in other states, the bill passed unanimously in at least one legislative house.\footnote{153}

In an effort to discover the nature of legislative criticism of community notification, I previously conducted an extensive study of legislative debates in these two bodies.\footnote{154} The New York legislature and the United States Congress provide a good window into issues likely to have surfaced in debates over community notification.\footnote{155} Both of these legislatures represent substantial numbers of African-Americans, both contain representatives of widely diverging political views, and both engaged in extended discussion of these laws—presumably unlike those many jurisdictions that adopted notification unanimously.\footnote{156}

Critics of the laws did raise a number of concerns. They focused primarily on issues of procedure, constitutionality, fairness, and efficacy. During the United States House debate over the federal Megan’s Law, for example, Representative Melvin Watt of North Carolina spoke out against

\footnote{153. States that approved these provisions unanimously include New Mexico, \textit{Roundhouse Roundup, ALBUQUERQUE TRIB.}, March 13, 1999, at D5; Virginia, Filler, \textit{supra} note 39 (citation omitted), at 317; Illinois, \textit{id.} (citation omitted); Washington, \textit{id.} (citation omitted); and Pennsylvania, see \textit{Hot Issues of the Week, ST. NET CAPITOL REP.} Vol. III, No. 38, Sept. 29, 1995 (discussing Pennsylvania House); \textit{Pennsylvania Senate Adopts Megan’s Law as New Jersey Version is Overtuned}, PA. L. WKLY., Mar. 6, 1995, at 3 (discussing Pennsylvania Senate). Research into the vote counts of individual state legislatures is quite difficult. Research on Nexis indicates that many other state houses or senates were unanimous in their support for these laws. See, e.g., \textit{Hot Issues of the Week, ST. CAPITOLS REP.} Vol. IV, No. 21, May 24, 1996 (discussing Michigan Senate); \textit{Hot Issues of the Week, ST. NET CAPITOL REP.} Vol. IV, No. 17, Apr. 26, 1996 (discussing Massachusetts House); Stephen Olmacher & Matthew Daly, \textit{Tougher Sex Offender Law Passed by Senate}, HARTFORD COURANT, May 26, 1995, at A3 (discussing Connecticut Senate); Ruess, \textit{supra} note 40 (discussing New Jersey Senate); \textit{The Sex Offender Next Door, ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH}, May 15, 1996, at 6B (discussing Missouri House of Representatives).


155. A review of legislative debates in two jurisdictions does not foreclose the possibility that race emerged in other state legislatures, but for the reasons set out here, I judged them to be a useful sample.

156. An additional reason I chose to study these states was that, as a practical matter, it is often difficult to obtain good records of state legislative debates. In the case of both the United States and New York debates, I was able to obtain extensive records of the floor discussions.
the bill. He articulated four concerns about the bill. First, he claimed that the bill improperly punished a person for a crime after he had already served a sentence, and thus paid his social debt. Second, he stated that the law would create a presumption of guilt that every person convicted of a sexual offense was guilty of future offenses. Third, he argued that by mandating state adoption of community notification it trampled on states’ rights. Finally, he contended that it improperly reached the floor without passing through the judiciary committee.

The legislative debate in New York included more extensive critical commentary. For example, one state senator argued that notification would not prevent victimization by friends and family—the most common and least reported form of child sexual assault—because it was targeted at assaults by strangers and little-known neighbors. Others worried that notification would be ineffective both because children would likely disobey parental limitations and because it would instill a false sense of security. Constitutional issues surfaced as well. Legislators questioned whether the bill’s retroactivity would violate the Ex Post Facto Clause. They discussed the possibility, which appeared repeatedly in the media, that these laws would promote vigilantism against offenders.

Some of the discussion hinted at race, and at the possibility that African-Americans might benefit less from community notification. One legislator noted that in a high-density city with easy transit, notification would provide

157. No other legislator spoke out against community notification in the House debate, and no senator spoke against the provision in the Senate debate—no doubt because of the political cost attached to taking such a position. Representative Watt, as if to inoculate himself from criticism for his opposition to the bill, explicitly noted that constituents would be angry about his position. 142 CONG. REC. H11,130-01 (1996) (statement of Rep. Watt). During the 1998 congressional debate over the 1998 Child Predator and Sexual Predator Punishment Act of 1998, Republican Representative Ron Paul—a libertarian—noted the powerful political cost to such opposition. He commented:

[W]ho, after all, and especially in an election year, wants to be amongst those members of Congress who are portrayed as soft on child-related sexual crime irrespective of the procedural transgressions and individual or civil liberties one tramples in their zealous approach... Who, after all, can stand on the House floor and oppose a bill which is argued to make the world safer for children with respect to crimes?


159. Id.


162. Filler, supra note 39, at 344.

163. Id.

164. Id.

165. Id.
relatively little assistance. Another expressed concern that the safe cover of anonymity available in a city might lead offenders to leave smaller towns and congregate in the city, increasing risk to city residents.\textsuperscript{166} This was as close as anyone came to acknowledging the racial dimension of the law.

In these debates, race was presumably a silent factor in another way. The only legislator in the United States Congress speaking against these provisions, Melvin Watt, is an African-American.\textsuperscript{167} Similarly, one of the New York legislators critical of notification, state senator David Paterson, is African-American.\textsuperscript{168} It would not be surprising, given both their constituencies and their own life experiences, if they scrutinized the racial implications of a new criminal law with greater vigor than non-minorities. Nonetheless, race did not surface in any meaningful way in either the United States or New York legislative debates.

Legislators are often constrained by political realities and it is possible that they felt unable to publicly confront the racial implications of these laws. I thus turned to commentators who spoke critically of community notification to see how, if at all, they addressed the potential or real racial dimension of community notification.

C. \textit{Invisibility in the Mass Media}

Law is produced by legislatures and courts, but those institutions act in the greater context of public debate. Media accounts of new law, as well as the need for legislation, can shape public perceptions of a problem. Community-notification laws received significant attention in the mass news media. One reason may have been that the decision to report or comment on notification regulations provided media outlets an excuse to repeat, yet again, victim names and the details of the underlying crimes. Despite the

\begin{flushleft}
\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{166.} See Filler, \textit{supra} note 39, at 345 (quoting New York Assemblyman Sullivan saying that notification is less effective in cities because "[a]ll any pervert has to do who lives on my street is to hop on the subway and in five minutes he is in another community" and Assemblyman Towns suggesting that social pressure in smaller communities might force out sex offenders leading to "warehousing of these people in certain communities"). Because New York City is a "minority majority" city—white non-Hispanics account for only about thirty-five percent of the city's population, see N.Y. CITY DEP'T OF CITY PLANNING, \textit{Population} (Aug. 20, 2001) (discussing New York City's population statistics), \textit{at} \url{http://www.ci.nyc.ny.us/html/dcp/html/census/papdiv.html} (last visited Mar. 24, 2004) (on file with the Iowa Law Review)—an urban-versus-suburban critique inevitably implicates race.

\textsuperscript{167.} See CONGRESSIONAL BLACK CAUCUS FOUND., INC., \textit{African-American Members of the 108th United States Congress} (listing its members), \textit{at} \url{http://cbconfc.org/Members.html} (last visited Mar. 24, 2004) (on file with the Iowa Law Review); see also \textit{supra} note 157 and accompanying text (discussing Representative Watt's comments on community-notification laws).

\end{flushleft}
silencing power of these narratives, mass media commentators did speak out against these laws. Numerous editorial and opinion pieces criticized these laws on a number of bases. Again, however, the potential racial costs of Megan's Laws were simply ignored.

I reviewed hundreds of articles and found that commentators covered many of the other issues identified in other venues. Some authors worried that the shame sanction would be damaging. A Los Angeles Times opinion piece argued that community notification "shames perpetrators and isolates them from the very community that could be a healing force." CNN featured Hans Selvog of the National Center on Institutions and Alternatives, who argued that community notification "will create more victims because" the community will ostracize not only the offenders but their parents, siblings, and children as well. A USA Today editorial contended that notification might actually diminish reporting of crimes, since most victims are family members and "teen-age girls are less willing to turn in family members who molest them for fear their friends will find out." Indeed, commentators in the mass media hit on many of the

169. See Filler, supra note 39, at 350–51 (discussing the potential silencing effects of legislative story-telling).

170. In order to get a sense of news coverage, I searched the Nexis news database extensively. This database has roughly one thousand sources, although most would not be likely to include discussion of community notification. The most important sources for this research were the many newspapers included in the database. These include many of the most significant national papers, with the exception of the Wall Street Journal and the Philadelphia Inquirer, which do appear in abstracted form. I selected this source because articles in this database include comments of legislators, policy makers, activists, and experts, as reported by the media, as well as opinion and editorial pieces. I reviewed materials included in this database from 1989 to 2002. Individuals cited in these sources are in the best position to affect the policy debate about notification. While this source excludes a mass of material—such as trade publications and newsletters—that might have included discussion of race, it does include publications of varied political outlook—the New Republic, the National Review, and the Atlantic, to name a few—as well as a geographically broad sample of newspapers and wire services. One possible critique of this sample is that it includes few publications focusing on particular racial or ethnic viewpoints. Another critique of this sample is that news organizations largely frame issues themselves, excluding coverage of issues or viewpoints that do not fit into the dominant understanding of a story. Nonetheless, because race-based critiques of criminal law are so familiar and fit within the traditional frame of criminal justice reporting, it seems likely that comments about the racial dimension of notification would have gained traction in some publication covered by this database. I also conducted numerous searches on the Google website, even though it is considered a much less sensitive search engine. Because of the extensive reach of Google, and its relatively insensitive search parameters, it is difficult to claim that my search of all Internet sources was complete. Nonetheless, having reviewed hundreds of hits over the course of 2001–2003, I have been exposed to a large volume of web discussion on these topics.


standard critiques of these laws, including, among others, problematic constitutional implications, their potential to spur vigilante action or other damaging consequences, and their inefficacy. However, these multiple critiques, by hundreds of authors, missed the racially disparate impact of notification.

D. INVISIBILITY IN THE LEGAL LITERATURE

 Scholars and other commentators also missed the issue of race. They did, however, engage in an otherwise full critique of these provisions. Broadly speaking, they articulated concerns about the bills’ constitutionality, fairness, efficacy, collateral costs, and effects on particular communities such

174. See, e.g., Richard Cohen, Civil Liberties: Campaign Casualty, WASH. POST, July 11, 1996, at A25 (discussing President Clinton’s support of laws that diminish constitutional protections); Flawed Law, WALL ST. J., July 9, 1996, at A18 (discussing how Megan’s Laws violate individual rights); Editorial, Megan’s Law, Rewritten, N.Y. TIMES, July 29, 1995, at 18 (arguing that Megan’s Laws are unconstitutional).

175. See, e.g., Cohen, supra note 174, at A25 (stating that with Megan’s Law we will have “vigilante actions”); Michelle Stevens, Pitfalls Lurk in Sex Offender Law, CHI. SUN-TIMES, Jan. 15, 1996 at 23 (suggesting that Megan’s Law will bring vigilantism).


177. See, e.g., id. (arguing that Megan’s Law may do more “harm than good”); The Sex Offender Next Door, ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH, May 15, 1996, at 6B (noting that Megan’s Laws are easily circumvented).

178. As with the other research I have described, I was challenged to prove the invisibility of race. I searched the Westlaw journal and law review database for any evidence of such discussion and again came up empty. I searched in the Westlaw journal and law review database from 1989 to 2002. I used this database because I hoped to capture comments of legal scholars, as well as other policy and law experts. In order to determine whether there was any discussion of race in scholarly literature outside the law, I canvassed scholarship in other disciplines utilizing the EBSCO Host Academic Search Elite (“Academic Search Elite”) database. EBSCO reports that the database includes abstracts from 3250 different journals. See EBSCO Host Research Databases, Academic Search Elite, About the Database, at http://www.lib.ua.edu:2915/ explain.asp?tb=1&_ug=dbs+14ln+en%2Dus+sid+786BD891%2D41BB%2D420F%2DABE9%2DD621B4C9080%40sessionmgr5+8634&_us=dstb+KS+ex+default+gl+default+hs+0+sm+KS+so+b+s+s+SO+B7AD&db=Academic+Search+Elite&bk=search.asp. [Note that this is the site for University of Alabama users. This is a subscription database and researchers will access it based on their own institution’s address.] Unlike the Westlaw database, Academic Search Elite does not allow searches for words within a given proximity of each other. Because the search engine is less discerning than Westlaw, the accuracy of any search is probably more limited. In addition, the database includes full text of articles from 1850 of these journals. Id. The Academic Search Elite database has an exceedingly broad scope, including “nearly every area of academic study including: social sciences, humanities, education, computer sciences, engineering, physics, chemistry, language and linguistics, arts & literature, medical sciences, ethnic studies and more.” Id. While the historical reach of the database varies by journal, and older material is available primarily in abstract form, the collection includes publications dating back to 1985—well before the first notification law was adopted. I found nothing on the subject within this database.
as juveniles and homosexuals. As courts proved somewhat unsympathetic to these claims, commentators argued that the laws would not solve the problem of child sexual assaults by offenders known to the victim or her family, the most common case; would not rehabilitate offenders; and might lead to vigilantism. Practical authors pondered the implications of these policies for real estate sales. Other critics argued that the laws were bad juvenile justice policy and discriminated against homosexuals. Indeed, in sheer volume, the amount of writing on the topic of community notification is daunting. Again, on one critical issue—the racial implications of community notification—commentators were silent.

179. As I discuss further, infra Part IV, no debates focused on the impact of these provisions on African-Americans, and, with the exception of only one or two commentators concerned that community notification would have a disparate impact on Native Americans, no one discussed community notification and race.


181. See supra text accompanying notes 135–41 (discussing that few offenders have brought successful Megan’s Law claims in court).


183. See, e.g., Kabat, supra note 65, at 339–40. This criticism exposes a recurring flaw in critiques of these provisions, focusing on the question of whether notification would solve the problem of child sex offenders. Commentators have not spoken out on the question of whether, for example, there might be efficacy or harm problems related to aspects of these laws that address crimes unrelated to child sexual victimization. For example, no commentator has discussed whether notification is an effective, or desirable, approach to solving prostitution or other crimes set out in the various state notification regimes.


185. See, e.g., Garfinkle, supra note 59, at 163 (arguing that community-notification laws pertaining to juvenile offenders are ineffective).


187. For example, a Lexis law review database search with the term “title (“community notification” or “megan’s law” or (sex! w/s not!f!))” produced ninety-seven hits. That same search of headlines in the Nexis news database produced 2306 hits, although this total admittedly consists largely of news stories about the law.

188. Sometimes during my research, I thought I had finally found at least a glancing reference to the issue. Each time, however, the article came close, but never touched on the
For at least two reasons, I anticipated finding at least some serious discussion about the racial impact of community notification. First, the swift rise of notification laws was one of the biggest expansions of criminal justice policy in recent history, implicating hundreds of thousands of Americans. The trajectory of these laws was itself remarkable. In a ten-year period, the country changed from having zero notification laws to fifty-one such provisions. Second, race-based critiques of criminal justice policy have been a central part of critical commentary about criminal law in recent years. Given the massive shift in policy reflected in community-notification laws, and a group of scholars and other commentators deeply concerned about the race effects of criminal law, one might reasonably have expected at least some consideration of race effects. There was none.

V. EXPLAINING THE INVISIBILITY OF RACE EFFECTS

Race never emerged as an issue in the debate over community notification. Given the centrality of race in criminal justice debates, this is surprising. In this Part, I set out some possible explanations for this silence. These include a lack of judicial remedy through the Equal Protection Clause, an absence of statistical data documenting the race disparities, and several other political, social, and rhetorical justifications. By understanding why race was invisible, I am then able to propose, in the final Part, solutions to prevent future debates from being similarly impoverished.

A. LACK OF JUDICIAL REMEDY

One place in which race could have surfaced was in court. For example, an African-American offender subject to community notification might have sought to strike these laws as contrary to the Equal Protection Clause, presenting evidence of disparate racial impact. Offenders would be highly motivated to make such claims, since legal invalidation could have provided refuge from notification. The courts appear a logical site for such claims since one of their widely agreed upon purposes is protecting minorities from overreaching legislative majorities.

---


189. See infra text accompanying notes 211-13 (discussing racial disparities in arrests and convictions for certain sex crimes).

190. This sort of activism is precisely the appropriate judicial role identified by the Supreme Court in its famous Carolene Products decision. There, Justice Stone noted that
Despite the logic of such challenges, they have not been forthcoming, presumably because they are not cognizable under current equal protection doctrine. In the landmark case of Washington v. Davis, the Supreme Court held that equal protection claimants must establish intentional discrimination. Disparate impact alone can only support an equal protection claim if it proves intentional discrimination, and in only one case—the 1886 decision in Yick Wo v. Hopkins—has the Supreme Court ever found disparities implicating the Equal Protection Clause. In the context of criminal sanctions, specifically, the Court has rejected disparate impact evidence as independent proof of intent.

In McCleskey v. Kemp, the Supreme Court solidified its existing approach to disparate-impact claims grounded in racially skewed punishment. There the Court upheld Georgia’s death penalty scheme, despite evidence that African-Americans were disproportionately subject to the ultimate sanction. The Court was presented with an extensive empirical record establishing that racial differences in the frequency of death sentences could not be explained by the facts of individual cases and the only explanation for these disparities was race itself. The Court assumed the accuracy of this conclusion, but denied petitioner’s equal protection claim. It required petitioner to prove that some person—a prosecutor, for example—intentionally discriminated against him on the basis of race. The Court explained the policy basis for this narrow reading of the Equal Protection Clause, arguing that:

McCleskey’s claim, taken to its logical conclusion, throws into serious question the principles that underlie our entire criminal justice system. . . . Thus, if we accepted McCleskey’s claim that racial bias has impermissibly tainted the capital sentencing decision, we could soon be faced with similar claims as to other types of penalty. . . . The Constitution does not require that a State

"prejudice against discrete and insular minorities may be a special condition, which tends seriously to curtail the operation of those political processes ordinarily to be relied upon to protect minorities" and that may require judicial intervention. United States v. Carolene Prods. Co., 304 U.S. 144, 152 n.4 (1938).

192. See generally Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356 (1886) (holding that a government that denied permits to operate laundries to every Chinese applicant, while granting them to all but one white applicant, violated the Equal Protection Clause).
194. The Baldus study established that the single most likely determinant of whether a person facing death would receive death was the race of the victim and offender and the strongest predictor of a death sentence was that the victim was white and the offender African-American. See id. at 325–26 (Brennan, J., dissenting) (discussing the study). A second, though less powerful, determinant was race of the offender alone. If he was African-American, he was more likely to receive death. See id. (same).
195. Id. at 291 n.7.
eliminate any demonstrable disparity that correlates with a potentially irrelevant factor in order to operate a criminal justice system.\textsuperscript{196}

Thus, the Court took the position that the criminal justice system could not, and need not, defend itself from charges of disparate treatment. Democratically selected legislatures—presumably controlled by majorities—were the sole bodies capable of remediating this sort of racially disparate treatment.\textsuperscript{197}

Scholars criticizing \textit{McCleskey} argue that legislatures cannot be counted on to protect minority groups in this fashion and contend—citing \textit{Carolene Products}\textsuperscript{198}—that this is precisely the right site for judicial intervention.\textsuperscript{199} Nonetheless, with very limited exceptions,\textsuperscript{200} \textit{McCleskey} effectively bars the door to equal protection claims based on evidence of racially disparate treatment. As a result, offenders motivated to challenge these laws in the interest of self-preservation would not have bothered with race claims.\textsuperscript{201} At the same time, lacking any effective way to translate data into judicial action, researchers may not have bothered to compile race-based data on community notification.

\section{Lack of Data}

A second factor that may have caused silence about race was the failure of states, or the federal government, to collect and distribute race data. The mere existence of data about the racial effects of a law or policy provides three powerful impetuses to address any inequities.\textsuperscript{202} First, it makes it easy for those concerned about the issue to see disparities. Much of the vast literature about racial disparities in the law revolves around those matters for which there is publicly available and publicly produced empirical support: the rates of arrest, conviction, and imprisonment of African-

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{196} \textit{Id.} at 314–19.
  \item \textsuperscript{197} \textit{Id.} at 319.
  \item \textsuperscript{198} United States v. Carolene Prods. Co., 304 U.S. 144 (1938).
  \item \textsuperscript{199} \textit{See}, e.g., David A. Sklansky, \textit{Cocaine, Race and Equal Protection}, 47 STAN. L. REV. 1283, 1299–1301 (1995) (suggesting closer scrutiny of legislative action that significantly burdens minority groups).
  \item \textsuperscript{200} \textit{See}, e.g., Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356, 374 (1886) (holding that government that denied permit to operate laundry to every Chinese applicant, while granting them to all but one white applicant, violated Equal Protection Clause).
  \item \textsuperscript{201} \textit{See} Note, \textit{Constitutional Risks to Equal Protection in the Criminal Justice System}, 114 HARV. L. REV. 2098, 2112 (2001) (arguing that “[b]ecause defendants have the greatest incentive to monitor the system, they are needed as private attorneys general to deter state actors from unconstitutional behavior”).
  \item \textsuperscript{202} \textit{Cf.} Jeremy Travis, \textit{Invisible Punishment: An Instrument of Social Exclusion}, in \textit{INVISIBLE PUNISHMENT: THE COLLATERAL CONSEQUENCES OF MASS INCARCERATION} 15, 54–55 (Marc Mauer & Medea Chesney-Lind eds., 2002) (arguing that increased transparency about collateral sanctions might be an effective way to promote sentencing reforms).
\end{itemize}
Americans as compared to others.\textsuperscript{203} Second, it provides easy access to data for advocates concerned about these issues, thus reducing the costs (in time and money) of producing such data. Third, it flags for researchers a potentially rich vein of future research justifying further attention.\textsuperscript{204}

The decision to collect race data is politically charged. For example, in the aftermath of early attacks on police racial profiling, Representative John Conyers proposed a law requiring police to collect race data on those individuals stopped.\textsuperscript{205} As soon as police advocacy groups learned about this provision, they worked hard to block it.\textsuperscript{206} The political aspect of the battle over racial data collection boiled over in California, where in 2003 activists successfully placed before voters a referendum to amend the state’s constitution to make racial data collection virtually impossible.\textsuperscript{207}

The decision to assemble these statistics is also complicated. It requires the collectors to resolve the difficult questions of racial identity: how should

\begin{quote}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{204} Thus, for example, the distribution of race data on traffic stops in Maryland and New Jersey provided powerful pressure on Congress to adopt federal law requiring collection of such data across the country. David A. Harris, The Reality of Racial Disparity in Criminal Justice: The Significance of Data Collection, 66 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 71, 77–78 (2003).
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{205} Id. at 76.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{206} Id. at 77.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{207} The provision, Proposition 54, provided, among other things, that:
\begin{quote}
[t]he state shall not classify any individual by race, ethnicity, color or national origin in the operation of public education, public contracting or public employment. . . .[o]r in the operation of any other state operations, unless the legislature specifically determines that said classification serves a compelling state interest and approves said classification by a 2/3 majority in both houses of the legislature, and said classification is subsequently approved by the governor.
\end{quote}

With respect to criminal matters, Proposition 54 specifically provides that:
\begin{quote}
[n]either the governor, the legislature nor any statewide agency shall require law enforcement officers to maintain records that track individuals on the basis of said classifications, nor shall the governor, the legislature or any statewide agency withhold funding to law enforcement agencies on the basis of the failure to maintain such records.
\end{quote}
Id. The provision does permit data collection if required by federal law or in order to comply with the terms of any federal funding stream. Id. The measure ultimately failed. See Tanya Schevitz, Prop. 54 Defeated Soundly, S.F. CHRON., Oct. 8, 2003, at A12.
people be classified, and who should decide? In addition, collection of such data is arguably divisive because it focuses on race as a basis of difference, rather than, for instance, height, religion, or perhaps favorite sport. With respect to incarceration rates, race data serves the dual function of informing concerned citizens about deep racial disparities and, to some degree, reconfirming, or even creating, stereotypes of African-Americans as criminals.

On the other hand, while the decision to focus on race has the potential to increase the cultural significance of race, perhaps to the extent of increasing racial hostility, it also facilitates the identification of problematic racial disparities. When presented with data showing that New Jersey police engaged in racial profiling, citizens are more likely to understand the role of race in determining who will be arrested. This recognition may cause discomfort among some citizens, and anger among others. At the same time, opening the issue to public debate forces citizens to decide if these policies are consistent with their moral and political visions. Data collection has had proven effects. Shortly after Maryland and New Jersey provided data showing wide racial disparities in traffic stops, for example, pressure for Congress to adopt a national data collection requirement increased substantially. Even without deciding the overall desirability of assembling such information, it seems clear that the failure of governments to collect race data about Megan’s Laws obscured real inequalities, increased the cost of discovering these disparities, and reduced the likelihood that any individual commentator would ever notice.

Nonetheless, an absence of data cannot provide a complete explanation for the silence. While the federal government does not compile data in a form that would have allowed legislators or commentators to accurately predict the racial profile of those subject to notification, the data it does collect—such as the demographics of those arrested and convicted for selected sex crimes—shows racial disparities. For example, in 1995, 42% of all individuals arrested for rape were African-American. In 1994, 43.7% of

208. Proposition 54 addresses this problem by providing that the Department of Fair Housing and Employment, which is largely exempt from the provision, “shall not impute a race, color, ethnicity or national origin to any individual.” Proposition 54, supra note 207. Presumably this requires the state to record only an individual’s racial or ethnic self-identity.

209. I use the term “racial hostility,” rather than “racial discrimination” because, as some critics note, policies that many consider desirable correctives to historical racism—for example, affirmative action—can also be a form of racial discrimination.

210. See Harris, supra note 204, at 77–78 (discussing the impact of such states’ studies).

211. See, e.g., BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, SEX OFFENSES AND OFFENDERS: AN ANALYSIS OF DATA ON RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT (1997). This data does not provide any good prediction of community-notification lists because the Department of Justice calculates data by groups of crime, and none of these groups, or groups of these groups, dovetails precisely with the triggering offenses of any state community-notification regime.

212. Id. at 10.
all state prisoners incarcerated for rape, and 22.8% of those incarcerated for sexual assault, were African-American.213 Given the various triggering offenses included in notification provisions, and the fact that some of these rape offenses may not even subject a person to community notification, this data does not provide an accurate prediction of the racial impact of notification. Still, it does hint at the likely impact of these laws. Had commentators been guessing their effects in 1997, they would probably have predicted what we now know for certain: community notification has a disparate statistical impact on African-Americans.

C. POLITICAL EXPLANATIONS

Perhaps silence was the product of political pressures. Legislators and commentators may have identified the racial problems with Megan’s Laws but concluded that infirmities were either insufficiently important or too costly to discuss. Politicians are unlikely to raise concerns that expose them to unnecessary political attack. This fear probably explains why so few legislators opposed notification at all. Still, some did speak out against the laws on non-racial grounds. They may have seen race-based claims as particularly politically dangerous, in part because advocates’ “child protection” frame cast the crime victims as the silenced minority.214

The legislators most likely to raise race-based critiques might have reserved them for other issues. Race arguments are powerful because they

213. Id. at 21.

214. To see the power of the “child-victim” frame, one need only compare it to the “woman-victim” frame. In 1976, Susan Brownmiller published Against Our Will, a landmark feminist work on rape. See generally SUSAN BROWNMILLER, AGAINST OUR WILL: MEN, WOMEN AND RAPE (1976). Within the next few years, several African-American women challenged Brownmiller’s account on racial grounds, arguing among other things that rape was very much a racist construction, part of broader effort to oppress African-American men. See, e.g., Kimberle Crenshaw, Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist Politics, 1989 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 139, 157–60 (arguing that “the singular focus on rape as manifestation of male power over female sexuality tends to eclipse the use of rape as a weapon of racial terror”). See generally ALISON EDWARDS, RAPE, RACISM AND THE WHITE WOMEN’S MOVEMENT: AN ANSWER TO SUSAN BROWNMILLER (1980). For a discussion of African-American critiques of the white feminist anti-rape movement, see SUJATA MOORTI, COLOR OF RAPE: GENDER AND RACE IN TELEVISION’S PUBLIC SPHERES 54–62 (2002). These critics were not understood to be sexist, but rather offered a more nuanced understanding of rape. Apparently it has not thus far been possible to offer a more nuanced understanding of community notification because such critiques would presumably be seen as valuing a special interest—African-Americans—over a universal interest, childhood.

The strategic use of this frame was evident in the Supreme Court’s decision in Connecticut Department of Public Safety v. Doe, upholding Connecticut’s notification scheme in which Chief Justice Rehnquist, early in his opinion, asserts that most victims of sexual assault are children. 538 U.S. 1, 4 (2003). It is unclear why Chief Justice Rehnquist highlighted this claim other than to take advantage of the rhetorical power of child protection. The Court, after all, held that the offenders’ demand for a hearing on dangerousness was irrelevant to Connecticut’s decision to post the identity of those convicted of particular crimes. Id. at 4.
trigger core moral concerns in American society. For that reason, however, they are precious; overuse has the potential to dilute their effectiveness. Liberal legislators may have determined not to “waste” these arguments on behalf of these particular offenders, generally understood as child sex offenders. Alternatively, others might have feared that merely raising the issue required a concession that African-Americans are convicted of sex crimes at a disparately high rate, a fact that some might construe as evidence that African-American men are sexually dangerous.

Political explanations do not seem to provide much of an explanation for the silence among commentators, however. Free of constituents, and often protected by tenure, commentators are relatively free to raise any concerns about new law. Like legislators, some may have feared that the mere utterance of these claims would cast African-Americans in a negative light. Yet that same claim could be made about much of the literature focusing on over-representation of African-Americans within the criminal justice system: in order to make these arguments in the first instance, one has to set out the factual realities that African-Americans are arrested, convicted, and incarcerated in disproportionate numbers.

D. SOCIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPLANATIONS

Another potential reason for the absence of racial critiques is that some aspect of the democratic process—and the ways that people behaved around these issues—made such debates impossible. Community notification was, to a large extent, the product of heightened social anxiety that followed in the aftermath of highly publicized crimes against children. These sorts of crimes often trigger a particular type of social response called a “moral panic.” Behavioral law and economists, on the other hand, explain the public fixation on these high-profile, but atypical, incidents by focusing on individual cognitive heuristics and group-think encouraged by “availability cascades.” This section outlines how these analytical lenses help explain the pervasive silence about race and community notification.

Some sociologists argue that the general public’s response to child exploitation cases often develops into a “moral panic”—a broad social terror about an issue that is disproportionate to the apparent extent of the underlying problem.215 “The core attribute of a moral panic is the public’s identification and demonization of a particular person or group as a ‘folk devil,’ a morally flawed character that is the source of the crisis.”216 Common attributes of moral panics include the existence of a triggering event, heightened concern about a particular group’s conduct, hostility towards this group, broad agreement that the threat is serious, anxiety out of

---


216. Filer, supra note 95, at 359.
proportion to documentation of the threat, and the production of new laws
to address the threat.\textsuperscript{217} Public anxiety over the high-profile attack on Megan Kanka seemed to trigger such a panic, resulting in both the swift adoption of
new laws and the minimal debate over them.\textsuperscript{218} As a practical political
matter, the public would not tolerate substantial dissent over these
provisions because, in the surge of panic, it became convinced that there was
a rash of pedophile attacks and notification would somehow slow or stop
them. In this environment, any debate at all was exceedingly difficult. In this
view, the debate about race was only one casualty of the broader problem of
short-circuited public discussion.

In \textit{Moral Panic}, Philip Jenkins convincingly argued that over the course
of the twentieth century, Americans have suffered wave after wave of
powerful public fear over questions of child victimization and abuse.\textsuperscript{219} In
the 1980s and 1990s, this anxiety involved an apparent rash of abductions
and rapes of young children.\textsuperscript{220} A phalanx of child protection advocates
worked tirelessly to frame the issue of child abduction and sex abuse as a
massive problem.\textsuperscript{221} Experts trooped before television cameras to proclaim
that thousands of children were victims of this abuse.\textsuperscript{222} Even legislators—
perhaps seeking to follow constituents concerns, but certainly
simultaneously producing these concerns—announced that the problem was
massive.\textsuperscript{223}

Moral panics engender and strengthen these concerns. Legislators feel
pressured to support any legislation that claims to protect children against
sexual predators, even though the actual proposals: (1) punish many

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{217} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{218} Scholars debate the triggering mechanism of moral panics. There are three models for
how such a panic begins: a grassroots model, which suggests panics are triggered by a
groundswell of public concern, see, for example, KAI ERIKSON, WAYWARD PURITANS: A STUDY IN
THE SOCIOLOGY OF DEVIANCE (1966) (describing witchhunts); an interest model, which argues
that they are the product of interest groups commandeering these incidents to promote
themselves and their agendas, see, for example, JOEL BEST, THREATENED CHILDREN: RHETORIC
AND CONCERN ABOUT CHILD-VICTIMS (1990) (describing interest groups taking advantage of
child abduction crisis to build political power); and elite-engineered models that suggest that
the triggering mechanism starts from the top, with politicians and other political elites, see, for
example, KATHERINE BECKETT, MAKING CRIME PAY: LAW AND ORDER IN CONTEMPORARY
AMERICAN POLITICS (1997) (arguing that politicians seek out issues to inflame public passions);
Application to the Case of Ritual Child Abuse}, 41 SOC. PERSP. 541 (1998). As a practical matter,
the triggering mechanism does not much matter in this case because the outcome of a moral panic
is the fast, unreasoned adoption of new law.
\item \textsuperscript{219} Id. at 191–214.
\item \textsuperscript{220} See generally Jenkins, supra note 215.
\item \textsuperscript{221} See Filler, supra note 39, at 357 (discussing issue framing for community-notification
laws).
\item \textsuperscript{222} Best, supra note 218, at 46–48.
\item \textsuperscript{223} See id. at 30 (quoting Rep. Simon stating that between 4,000 and 8,000 children are
abducted and murdered each year, most of them also victims of sexual exploitation).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
offenders who did not victimize children; and (2) reach offenders who had
never even touched another person. As long as the law was framed in terms
of Megan Kanka's case, it became a lightning rod for public concern about
child abduction and sexual assault. Speaking against this bill on any basis
was politically dangerous and this may explain why many states did not even
have a debate or a dissenting vote on their community-notification bills.224

Moral panics appear, at first, to be a race-neutral phenomenon. Katherine
Beckett has noted, however, that "moral entrepreneurs" who
stimulate such panics have historically taken advantage of racial stereotypes
to generate anxiety over social issues.225 Indeed, the fact that the moral panic
of child crime arose out of a series of crimes involving white victims suggests,
at minimum, that the moral panic that may have triggered community
notification had some racial cast.226

Sociologists describe the democratic malfunction that follows high
profile crimes as moral panic, but they do not ascribe an individual or social
psychological explanation for these panics. Behavioral law and economists,
on the other hand, attempt to explain irrational behavior by understanding
how such "irrationality" really reflects the highly complicated rationality of
the human mind. These economists focus on heuristics, mental shortcuts
that help individuals make decisions in the face of overwhelming amounts of
data.

One important heuristic is "availability." Individuals attempting to assess
the probability of a given event base their judgment not on statistical studies,
but rather on how easily they recall examples of the event.227 Thus, for
example, an individual's assessment of the likelihood of a plane crash is

224. It is worth noting that moral panics, particularly in an era of twenty-four-hour news
cycles and national news networks, vitiate a chief benefit of our federalist system. One virtue of
having states pass criminal and criminal-related laws independently is that early adopters
become laboratories for legislation. But when a story moves across the country so quickly, and
when it is framed as a national crisis, legislators at the state level feel tremendous pressure to
adopt bills quickly to address the apparent crisis. The state system might once have slowed this
process considerably; today, however, the procedural hurdle of fifty-one jurisdictions adopting a
law appears remarkably minor.

225. See Katherine Beckett, Fetal Rights and "Crack Moms": Pregnant Women in the War on
Drugs, 22 CONTEMP. DRUG PROBS. 587, 598 (1995) (noting that moral entrepreneurs have used
racist images to generate fear and hysteria over drugs).

226. Unlike the prior use of race by moral entrepreneurs to trigger panics—such as the
racist images used in support of drug legislation, see id.—here the race of victims may have
increased anxiety among whites, while the race of the offenders assuaged any guilt that the
radical expansion of criminal law embodied by community notification might somehow be
racist. It is of course possible that if the apparent offenders were African-American, the public
response might have been even more intense, reflecting the historic anxiety among whites that
African-American men are sexually dangerous.

227. See Timur Kuran & Cass Sunstein, Availability Cascades and Risk Regulation, 51 STAN. L.
REV. 683, 685 (1999); Amos Tversky & Daniel Kahneman, Judgment Under Uncertainty: Heuristics
and Biases, in JUDGMENT UNDER UNCERTAINTY: HEURISTICS AND BIASES 3, 11 (Daniel Kahneman
et al. eds., 1982).
based largely on how easily she can recall such an event having occurred. People see the greatest risks in events that receive great public attention; more obscure events, even if common, will not generate the same concern. As Cass Sunstein explains, "[f]or people without statistical knowledge, it is far from irrational to use the availability heuristic." The problem, Sunstein warns, "is that this heuristic can lead to serious errors of fact, in the form of excessive fear of small risks and neglect of large ones."

As individuals increasingly gain knowledge of the world through mass media, these heuristics have become deeply problematic. By its nature, mass media tells unusual stories to garner public attention. For years, journalists have been told to find the "man bites dog" story, because "dog bites man" is not sufficiently interesting to draw readers. Yet, if citizens gain little information about the world outside of the mass media, one or two "man bites dog" stories will generate widespread hysteria about the practice of dog biting. The media will feed on this frenzy, searching for every new story that might be framed as another dog biting. These new stories are compelling reading for a public now terrified of dog biters, and thus draw audiences, but they also serve to reify the underlying sense that dog biting is now widespread. In a mass-media society, the availability heuristic operates discursively. As the media publicizes atypical stories, the public grows afraid of these stories. The media feeds this fear by finding new, compelling examples, thus providing apparently empirical evidence for the ubiquity of these previously invisible problems.

The rare stranger abduction—the cases of Polly Klaas and Megan Kanka, particularly—captured national attention and became the model case of child victimization. Faced with several of these stories, Americans concluded that stranger abductions were at a crisis level. As these stories were repeated, their frequency became exaggerated and they appeared to be random, generating fear and anxiety that was disproportionate to the actual risk. In the case of these abductions, public perceptions of risk were distorted. Stranger abductions, while deeply troubling, are in fact quite

---
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But the media, seeking to keep American media consumers engaged in news consumption, searched out, and publicized, any new case that could remotely be classified as a stranger abduction. Ironically, this effort to maintain public interest in the news story served to provide evidence of the apparent accuracy of this heuristic.

Behavioral law and economists argue that the availability heuristic then mixes with a process called "cascading"—the social process by which individuals share these salient stories, both propagating them and implicitly vouching for the seriousness of the problem. At the same time, for reputational reasons, individuals who doubt the seriousness of the problem may decreasingly share or hold this view because it will become socially marginal. Thus, as Sunstein describes it,

[i]nsofar as people refrain from expressing their doubts, uncertainties, and misgivings, public discourse will become impoverished, eventually making people whose perceptions depend on public discourse stop questioning what appears as the conventional wisdom. In other words, the unthinkable ideas of one period can turn into the unthought ideas of a later one. In one period, people with doubts do not speak out; in the next, doubts have ceased to exist.

While sociologists are satisfied to describe moral panics, behavioralists seek to promote greater rationality in the creation and application of law. Thus, their analyses are driven in part by the desire to identify recognizable,
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234. See Filler, supra note 39, at 353–54 (discussing study showing that in 1988 there were between 200 and 400 abductions that lasted a substantial period, involving strangers, in the United States); Mona Lynch, Pedophiles and Cyber-Predators as Contaminating Forces: The Language of Disgust, Pollution, and Boundary Invasions in Federal Debates on Sex Offender Legislation, 27 LAW & SOC. INQUIRY 529, 545 (2002) (noting that only three percent of cases of child sex abuse and six percent of cases of child murder involve strangers). Far more commonly, children are victimized by their stepfathers or family friends. See Robin Fretwell Wilson, Children at Risk: The Sexual Exploitation of Female Children After Divorce, 86 CORNELL L. REV. 251, 270–72 (2001) (arguing that the presence of a stepfather was strongest correlate of victimization and that victimization of these children comes at the hands of both stepfather and other family friends).

235. The process of ever expanding what constitutes an example of the original crime is called "domain expansion." See Filler, supra note 233, at 1105 (describing how a newspaper expanded the notion of "road rage," initially used to describe highway shootings, to include cases of "aggressive driving").

236. See Kuran & Sunstein, supra note 227, at 715–29 (discussing theories of availability cascades).

237. See id.

238. Id. at 731.

and correctable, sites of malfunction. At core their claim is the same as the sociologists': when really unusual and awful things capture media and public attention, they can create an unstoppable, if irrational, demand for new law. Behavioralists, unlike sociologists, offer prescriptions. They suggest, for example, that government design "circuit breakers" that slow the rush towards these irrational laws. The efficacy of these barriers is doubtful, but they do represent a generally constructive approach to a dysfunctional democratic process. Unfortunately, these circuit breakers—which often turn out to be the delegation of substantial responsibility to apparently "rational" bureaucrats—may do little to ensure greater consideration of race. After all, if hundreds of legal and political commentators did not think to consider the racial impact of community notification, why would these bureaucrats be any different? Indeed, the behavioralist literature has not yet taken full account of the role of race in these apparent deviations from rational behavior; perhaps these laws have been adopted not out of failed democratic choice but rather because of the majority's "taste for discrimination."

Despite the compelling argument that community notification was the product of a moral panic or availability cascades that prevented full debate, and the possibility that panics and cascades were the product of implicit racism, these analyses still do not fully explain the silence about race. The limits to this explanation are twofold. First, there was some legislative debate over notification. This debate covered many of the same issues that surfaced in the commentary about community notification. Thus, moral panic and availability cascades did not impair all opposition to the laws—only race-based criticisms. Second, these theories do not explain the silence of commentators. Critics have managed to repel the force of panics and cascades, effectively critiquing the very laws they claim are examples of such democratic malfunctions. It is hard to see how they explain the failure of any commentator to critique the racial dimension of notification, particularly after all the legislative battles had ended.

241. See, e.g., Kuran & Sunstein, supra note 227, at 761–62 (suggesting that the government should try to slow harmful availability cascades and its effects).
242. Some commentators have argued, in fact, that delegation of power away from traditional democratic institutions may have the effect of minimizing the voice of racial minorities. See, e.g., David A. Hoffman, How Relevant Is Jury Rationality, 2003 U. ILL. L. REV. 507 (book review) (discussing why jury powers ought not be easily circumscribed).
244. See, e.g., Jonathan Simon, Megan's Law: Crime and Democracy in Late Modern America, 25 LAW & SOC. INQUIRY 1111 (2000) (discussing the relationship of governing through crime and democracy, using Megan's Law as one illustration); Kuran & Sunstein, supra note 227.
E. THE WHITE NARRATIVE FRAME

Another possible explanation for the paucity of discussion about race is that the narratives used in support of the laws implicitly suggested that the bills would not have a negative impact on African-Americans. That is, if the lessons and context surrounding the abductions and murders of Megan Kanka and others were to be believed, the provisions were designed to regulate white-on-white crime.

Mass media coverage of political and legal issues are built around frames—words or stories used to describe these issues to the public.245 The frame used by advocates of notification may have played a powerful role in the ways that people thought about these laws. Advocates for these laws chose to frame their arguments in terms of a few narratives. These were powerful stories, but they only captured a small portion of the overall problem addressed by offender registries. The narratives focused on white child victims, abducted and raped by white men, all strangers. For most people reading or hearing about these proposed laws, these stories formed the basis for their understanding about the laws. This may have led people to assume that the laws would regulate those crimes, and those offenders, featured in the narratives: white victimizers of children. This narrow conception of the laws' implications may have led people otherwise critical of race issues, and otherwise concerned about major expansions of criminal law, to relax their scrutiny of notification. Indeed, given that notification gained the support of strong liberal legislators, a group likely to be suspicious of the effects of new criminal law, many people may have actually cheered the law as a rare example of the white majority getting tough on itself.

VI. ADDRESSING INVISIBILITY

I have suggested that community notification has a disparate racial impact, and that, for a variety of reasons, the democratic process—in the form of legislative debate as well as discussion among commentators—failed to address the racial dimension of these laws. In this section, I set out some proposals designed both to encourage greater consideration of the racial costs of community notification, and to increase the likelihood that courts and legislators will better address these costs in future decisions and legislation. I identify three possible areas for change: doctrine, legislation, and scholarship.

245. See, e.g., BEST, supra note 123, at 28-47 (describing how instances of crimes are used to frame broader problem); Paul R. Brewer, Framing, Value Words, and Citizens' Explanations of Their Issue Opinions, 19 POL. COMM. 303 (2002) (showing how words describing issues are components of media frames).
A. DOCTRINAL MOVES: EQUAL PROTECTION

Judicial remedies do more than merely assure justice; they create incentives for people to act. As discussed supra, elected representatives may have felt that discussing the racially disparate impact of community notification was bad politics. There are individuals, however, who do not feel so constrained: offenders themselves. Because the Equal Protection Clause does not offer these offenders a venue for claims about racial impact, they are unlikely to do the work necessary to support such a claim—compile race-based data. Courts might alter existing equal protection jurisprudence in a variety of ways to address this problem.

First, courts could allow equal protection attacks on community notification using disparate-impact evidence alone to establish impermissible discriminatory intent. McCleskey v. Kemp takes an extreme position on the value of disparate-impact evidence, holding that such evidence, alone, will virtually never constitute proof that criminal sanctions were the result of improper intentions. The Supreme Court could retain its Washington v. Davis requirement that all equal protection claims be grounded in discriminatory intent, but accept that in many cases, disparate-impact evidence proves this intent. The problem with this doctrinal solution is that it fails to identify how serious disparity must be before it proves discriminatory intent.

In addition, this solution avoids the difficult question of what constitutes “intent.” David Sklansky argues that unconscious racism is “an unconscious failure to extend to a minority the same recognition of humanity, and hence the same sympathy and care, given as a matter of course to one’s own group.” In this context, consider felon disenfranchisement laws. Alabama has disenfranchised almost one in three African-American men. Iowa has stripped over 26% of African-American men of the vote. There is no evidence that legislators desire to disenfranchise black men, yet it seems impossible to imagine that a legislature would adopt any law that disenfranchised one third of all white men. As a matter of both human respect and political reality, the white majority would be very unlikely to tolerate such an infringement on

246. See Note, Constitutional Risks to Equal Protection in the Criminal Justice System, 114 HARV. L. REV. 2098, 2112 (2001) (discussing how equal protection analysis may motivate offenders to act as private attorneys general).

247. See id.

248. Sklansky, supra note 199, at 1307 (citing Paul Brest, Foreword: In Defense of the Antidiscrimination Principle, 90 HARV. L. REV. 1, 7–8 (1976)).
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democratic participation. Indeed, in Alabama only 7.5% of citizens are disenfranchised overall, and Iowa disenfranchises only 2% of its total population. As long as disparities are used only to prove intent, however, courts will be forced to evaluate—with little guidance—when unarticulated, and perhaps subconscious or unconscious intent, constitutes legally intentional conduct.

Some commentators have suggested ways to address these issues. Charles Lawrence proposes that courts adopt a cultural-meaning test, which “would evaluate governmental conduct to see if it conveys a symbolic message to which the culture attaches racial significance.”251 If a reviewing court determines that a majority of society views the law as having a racial significance, the court would “presume that socially shared, unconscious racial attitudes made evident by the action’s meaning had influenced the decisionmakers.”252 If so, the law would be subject to strict scrutiny. Such an approach would not be helpful in the context of notification, or other laws that have an invisible racial impact, since a substantial part of the problem is precisely that people have not fully recognized the racial impact of the laws.253

A more powerful approach would use evidence of disparate impact alone to trigger equal protection scrutiny. Sklansky, for example, suggests that when a neutral law imposes racially disparate burdens, the government could be called on to justify the disparities.254 Alternately, the Court could follow the approach of the Minnesota Supreme Court in State v. Russell.255 Using the state’s equal protection clause, the court struck down a Minnesota sentencing provision that provided more severe penalties for crack than powder cocaine. The court employed a more rigorous “rational basis” standard than applicable under current federal doctrine, requiring that a statute meet a three-part standard:

(1) The distinctions which separate those included within the classification from those excluded must not be manifestly arbitrary or fanciful but must be genuine and substantial, thereby providing a natural and reasonable basis to justify legislation adapted to peculiar conditions and needs; (2) the classification must be genuine or relevant to the purpose of the law; that is there must be an evident connection between the distinctive needs peculiar to the

252. Id.
253. In fact, one criticism of this approach in modern America is that issues that do have socially evident racial meaning are likely to face scrutiny and public debate over this matter. Although the majority may nonetheless adopt these laws, they are more likely to be carefully crafted to limit their impact than laws that have an invisible racially disparate impact.
254. Sklansky, supra note 199, at 1319.
255. 477 N.W.2d 886 (Minn. 1991).
class and the prescribed remedy; and (3) the purpose of the statute 
must be one that the state can legitimately attempt to achieve.256

Either of these analyses would empower a court reviewing community-
notification provisions to consider whether notification provisions are 
relevant to the purpose of the law. To the extent that legislators are only 
willling to articulate narrow and politically popular purposes—for example, 
child protection—courts could strike down provisions that go outside these 
narrow goals. Some aspects of community notification might survive under 
this analysis, even if they hurt African-Americans disparately, but a stringent 
form of review would allow offenders into court to make their claims. In 
addition, by creating an incentive for legislators to be honest about the goals 
of the bill, and to tailor the bill to those stated goals, the public would at 
least be treated to a debate that bears a real relationship to the law itself.

There are good reasons to reject such expansions of equal protection. 
Courts have the capacity to limit damaging legislation, but they are not a 
panacea. Judges, like legislators, are subject to unconscious racism. Judicially 
imposed solutions, which short-circuit the public debate leading to broader 
changes in public attitudes, may effectively impede the ultimate goal of 
racial equity within society. Nonetheless, commentators must seriously 
consider the value of doctrinal change in light of this new evidence that the 
democratic process stumbles because of policies that obscure racially 
disparate effects.

As a practical matter, the Supreme Court is unlikely to change its equal 
protection jurisprudence any time soon. Proposals for doctrinal change are 
still important for two reasons. First, they provide a roadmap for the future, 
when the makeup of federal courts may be different. More importantly, 
however, states may be convinced to join the Minnesota courts and interpret 
their own state equal protection provisions in a fresh way, addressing the 
concerns identified here. State courts often provide more robust state 
constitutional protections than are available under federal law.257 Indeed, 
given the degree to which swift national adoption of notification laws 
undermined any opportunity for states to function as laboratories for the 
laws, it would be an ironic twist for state courts to scrutinize these laws under 
state equal protection jurisprudence, thus serving as a laboratory for federal 
equal protection jurisprudence.

256. Id. at 888.
Neutralitiy, 42 ARIZ. L. REV. 935, 944 (2000). For a discussion of this phenomenon, see generally 
William J. Brennan, Jr., State Constitutions and the Protection of Individual Rights, 90 HARV. L. REV. 
B. LEGISLATIVE MOVES: TRANSPARENCY, INSTITUTIONAL OPPOSITION, AND SUPERMAJORITIES

Court challenges may be the ideal way to prevent proposals with problematic racial effects from becoming law. While there are good reasons for the judiciary to play a role in evaluating these laws, the McCleskey Court is surely correct in suggesting that this task is better handled by the legislature. What can legislatures do to ensure both that the democratic process functions effectively, and that substantively problematic provisions—such as laws with unjustified racially disparate impact—are not adopted?

The first step is to adopt a policy of transparency through data collection. For the reasons discussed supra, collection of race data carries risks. Nonetheless, we know that criminal laws have a long history of delivering disparately harsh effects on minority communities. Given this history, it makes sense to accept the dangers involved in data collection. Legislators should assume that any new law—whatever the apparent goals and effects—when inserted into the existing criminal justice regime, will deliver racially disparate results. To assure that these results are tolerable, and to ensure that these outcomes are actually tolerated after an informed democratic debate, legislatures—or the United States Congress—should consider requiring states and the federal government to collect race data.

Legislatures can do more, however. As the notification debate suggests, some issues do not receive a full and fair legislative hearing. Sometimes political pressures make it very difficult for elected officials to articulate reasoned opposition to popular laws. Nonetheless, democracy functions better when criticism of law surfaces, both because it promotes better laws and because it stimulates public debates. One way to ensure that politically radioactive issues receive a full hearing would be to appoint "public advocate[s]" akin to public defenders. As I have suggested previously,

[t]his person would be empowered to participate in legislative debate when a bill has little or no opposition[,] . . . might be allowed to participate upon the (possibly anonymous) request of only one legislator[,] and] . . . might argue reasons to oppose a law, challenge claims made by a provision's supporters, or suggest better alternatives to the bill.

Finally, as a procedural matter, legislatures could attempt to slow the process of adopting new criminal laws by imposing new procedural requirements. Some scholars have recently argued the benefits of imposing
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legislative supermajority rules in certain cases. John McGinnis and Michael Rappaport contend that requiring supermajorities may improve the quality of lawmaking "when political passions lead the legislature to behave in a short-sighted or unreasonable manner."

A supermajority requirement could improve legislation in two different ways. First, because a larger portion of the legislature would be required for adoption of a new law, the majority supporting the bill might be forced to consider and include the concerns of minority groups within the legislation. Such rules will likely force greater compromises with minority factions. In the case of community notification, however, this might have little effect since few, if any, legislators have recognized the laws' racial implications.

Such a requirement might also help in an additional respect. The rare adoption of constitutional amendments, a classic example of the supermajority rule, may be explained partially by an institutional concern about radical change. That is, the supermajority requirement may have the effect of changing legislators' perception of the gravity of their acts. Today, legislators seem to think nothing of imposing serious new burdens on liberty in the form of new criminal law. At the same time, constitutional amendments—even ones implicating new criminal laws, such as the proposed flag-burning amendment—are viewed as very serious, requiring heightened justification. If legislators decide to impose supermajority requirements on the adoption of criminal laws, this could have a similar effect, transforming, for example, community notification from a small criminal issue to a larger question of the proper role of government. This in turn would increase the likelihood that legislators and others would study these bills closely, and that in turn would increase the likelihood that race might surface as a concern.

C. Scholarly Moves: Developing Data on Community Notification and Broadening Democratic-Process Critiques with a Racial Lens

Scholars can also enrich and improve the democratic process by surfacing racial implications of new criminal laws. With respect to community notification, scholars' first steps are further research. This Article does not purport to provide a full catalog of the racial effects of community notification across the country. There is a need both to compile statistics about the impact of these laws, and to attempt to understand the reasons for statistical disparities. By conducting regression studies, similar to those produced by David Baldus and litigated in the McCleskey case, researchers may discover whether the racial disparities in community
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notification result from discretionary choices, the particular crimes selected for notification, or any of a number of either acceptable or unacceptable causes.

Data collection is not enough, however. Theorists working to improve democratic debate—those studying both moral panics and behavioral law and economics—need to take the race effects of these phenomena more seriously. Thus far, scholars have focused on the ways in which moral panics and availability cascades, for example, produce "irrational" law. Scholars must look more closely at whether this irrationality is random, or whether it systematically delivers a disparate effect on minorities. It is inadequate to attempt to rationalize a system in ways that ignore racial irrationality.

VII. CONCLUSION

African-Americans bear the costs of Megan's Laws at a level far in excess of other Americans. Despite the fact that this disparity was reasonably predictable, critics repeatedly failed to discuss the issue of racially disparate impact. This silence stunted democratic debate, and stands as a barrier to serious evaluation and reformation of community notification. As a consequence, African-Americans suffer these inequalities even in the absence of proof that registries work, or that the specific provisions generating these disparities serve the stated legislative purposes of Megan's Laws. The time has come for courts, legislators and scholars to speak out, and take remedial action. To instigate a conversation about the racial dimension of these provisions, courts must rethink equal protection doctrine. Legislators must implement substantive and structural reforms that make such debates more likely. And commentators must step forward, developing more rigorous analyses and assisting other participants in the larger democratic debate. Silence about race is costly and the price is overwhelmingly paid by African-Americans, and their communities, already impoverished by the inequities of American criminal justice.